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ABSTRACT 

This study culminated in an analysis of Hugo Distler's Eine deutsche 

Choralmesse for the following purposes: assisting conductors in achieving a general 

understanding of the work, determining appropriate conducting gestures, and promoting 

a greater exposure of this largely-neglected work. The study begins with a summary of 

historical, biographical and stylistic information pertinent to Distler's work. The 

political, social and religious climate in Germany during the second quarter of the 

twentieth century is discussed. Particularly relevant is the National-Socialist attitude 

toward organized religion, which, among other consequences, involved an attack on the 

Protestant Church in an attempt at coercive unity under the State. 

Hugo Distler, possessed of a mild temperament and nervous personality, chose 

to ignore the unrestrained power and injustice wielded by the Nazi government under 

which he lived. He was able to continue his life and work because he posed no blatant 

threat to the regime. Like many notable musicians of the time, Distler's ability to 

continue his work resulted from his acceptance of the so-called "New Church Music." 

The author summarizes the tenets of diis musical movement as researched and 

documented by Charles R. Anders in his fine thesis, "Hugo Distler and the New Church 

Music," and the composer's attraction to neoclassic models is discussed. Of particular 

relevance to this smdy is Distler's interest in the tradition of the German Protestant 

Mass. 

Hugo Distler's Eine deutsche choralmesse, opus 3, is a historically important 

composition, one of a few notable works that reestablishes the tradition of the German 



Protestant Mass following a long period of liturgical and musical decline. The focus of 

this paper concerns the structure and design of Distler's Mass and each movement is 

analyzed as to form, texture, dynamics, timbre, harmony, and rhythm. The author then 

discusses areas that are potentially problematic to the conductor and offers suggestions 

for their resolution. Since the relevance of this study is performance-related, the actual 

rehearsal process proved valuable in furthering an assessment of the work and provided 

the groundwork for problem resolution. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Scholars who have studied Hugo Distier's works agree that the composer was 

among those responsible for the renaissance of German Protestant choral music and that 

his Eine deutsche Choralmesse was one of the most prominent works in the Lutheran 

tradition since the Baroque period.' Although many Distler works have been die subject 

of research and analysis, Eine deutsche Choralmesse has not enjoyed similar attention. 

This neglect is obviously not owing to inaccessibility because this work is currently in 

print (Breitkopf & Hartel). Yet, while a summary examination of Eine deutsche 

Choralmesse reveals a potential wealth of musical value and suggests a work of interest 

and impeccable construction, no scholar has undertaken more than just a cursory 

analysis of this important work and no recording is available. 

The purpose of this study is to present an analysis of Hugo Distier's Eine 

deutsche Choralmesse, opus 3. The work is scored for six part (SSATBB) a cappella 

choir and is approximately fifteen minutes in length. The intent is to assist the 

conductor to achieve a general understanding of the work, determine appropriate 

conducting gestures and, based on actual rehearsal and performance experience, provide 

recommendations for problem resolution. Furthermore, the study will promote a greater 

exposure of this fine but largely neglected work. Through research and performance. 

' Distler scholars include Larry Palmer, W. D. Pritchard, Charles Anders, Ursula von 
Rauchhaupt, BClaus Fischer-Dieskau, Bruno Grusnick, Oscar Sohngen and others. 
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Eine deutsche Choralmesse will perhaps prove itself to be a work of mastery and pathos 

and the exposure will ameliorate its status within the choral repertory. 

Hugo Distler was bom in Nuremberg on June 24, 1908, not many years before 

the cataclysm of the First World War. His exceptional musical aptitude was apparent at 

an early age and his studies during his formative years led to a career as a church 

musician and composer of exceptional talent. As such, Distler worked in Germany 

during a period of severe economic depression and political uncertainty. 

Fostered by the liberal tolerance of the Weimar Republican government, the 

years between 1919 and 1933 found Berlin emerging as a major musical capital. Yet, as 

early as 1919, Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist Party sought to abolish the 

Weimar government and to institute their own plan for political, religious, economic 

and cultural reform. The result is all too well documented and a retelling, for die most 

part, is unnecessary except to point out that Hugo Distler's creative period began at the 

very point when Adolf Hider and the National Socialists were strongly advancing their 

political power. At this time, many avant-garde composers either fled the country, 

subsisted as teachers, or found income in some other line of work as their musical 

compositions were usually banned from publication and performance. Indeed, Hitlers 

Reich, claiming jurisdiction over all social, political, and religious matters, did not 

hesitate to lay a heavy hand on all that it considered artistically improper. 

Rather than a champion for political causes, Hugo Distler possessed a mild 

temperament and nervous personality that chose to ignore the unfettered injustice and 

power wielded by the government under which he lived. He was able to continue his 
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life and work because neither conflicted nor contradicted the tenets of the State in a 

blatantly dangerous way. It has been reported, however, that in the last years of his life, 

Distler was nearing a state of complete mental and physical exhaustion. Lonely, 

overworked, and fearful of being drafted into the military, Distler succumbed to 

profound mental depression. On November 1, 1942, he penned a short apology to his 

family and committed suicide. 

Like many notable musicians, including Hermann Grabner, Johann Nepomuk 

David, Oskar S5hngen, Ernst Pepping and others, Distler's ability to continue his work 

as church musician and composer during his tragically short lifetime resulted from his 

acceptance of the New Church Music tradition. According to Charles Anders in his 

thesis "Hugo Distler and the New Church Music," several tendencies are basic to the 

neo-classic style of "New Church" composition. First, the New Church Music is highly 

polyphonic and imitation is considered key to the style of writing. It also tends toward 

rhythmic complexity and vitality, and polyrhythms and polymeters and found 

frequently. 

Thirdly, composers of the New Church Music make prudent use of twentieth-century 

harmonic concepts, including polytonality and planing of extended chords for color. 

The inclusion of "modem" devices of this nature, however, rarely obscures the strong 

tonal center and there is no significant use of atonality, tone clusters, or gratuitous 

dissonance. 

It must be noted that the nature of the New Church Music is clearly determined 

by its liturgical orientation. As such, composers are not interested in writing music for 
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its own sake. Instead, the music is intended to function as a proclaimer of the Word, and 

"all musical values are thus made subject to the requirements of the text."" 

Although it may be true that composers of New Church Music were alienated 

because of their connection to matters of religions, the New Church Music avoided the 

more dangerous "modem" tendencies that had previously been favored and nurtured 

during the Weimar years and that the Nazis looked upon with vehemence. 

Scholars who have researched and written about Distler have been quick to 

mention that he was the great hope for the new German choral music during the 

twentieth century. As Oscar Sohngen noted, Distler and the New Church Music 

"brought to an end the undisputed reign of instrumental music, which characterized the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, through the rediscovery of the human voice, 

and of its marvelous, mysterious and plastic qualities."^ Along with other composers of 

the New Church Music, Hugo Distler helped to restore the Protestant choral art form to 

a prominence known to relatively few for a period of well over a century. 

"Charles R. Anders, "Hugo Distler and the New Church Music" (Master's thesis, 
Indiana University, 1962), 4. 

^Oscar Sohngen, Geistliche Chormusik von Hugo Distler, Analytical commentary to 
Cantate record; quoted in Charles R. Anders, "Hugo Distler and the New Church 
Music" (Master's thesis, Indiana University, 1962), 7. 
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CHAPTER n 

DEUTSCHE MESSE AS A MUSICAL FORM 

Despite a revitalization of the orthodox Lutheran liturgy and the development of 

modem Pietism beginning about 1820, the consequences of the Enlightenment and 

those of the Age of Industrialization prevented the church from ever regaining its 

authority as an intellectual center. As such, music in the church service no longer held 

the importance it had enjoyed before the eighteenth cenmry. Although the hymns of the 

Reformation were studied and returned to their practical use beginning about 1817, the 

Protestant Missa brevis, which consisted of the Kyrie and Gloria, lost its reason for 

existing after the decline of the liturgy. As a result, composers were reluctant to write in 

this form. 

Prior to the dissolution of the limrgy at the beginning of the seventeenth century, 

the Mass remained the central portion of the Protestant service, attracting as much 

attention of composers as did its Roman Catholic counterpart. Although contemporary 

composers of Roman Catholic Masses such as Nicolas Gombert, Jacobus Clemens and 

others wrote in a progressive style,"'^ however, the music of the Reformation reached 

back to the manner of the earlier Netherlandish composers and was not current with the 

music of the time. 

•'The parody technique, which was used only sparingly in previous generations, tended 
to replace the use of cantiis firmi and canon after the mm of the sixteenth cenmry. Eight 
of ten Gombert Masses and all fourteen of Clemen's Mass Ordinaries are of the parody 
type. 
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Essentially, the polyphonic lied setting was based upon the cantus firmus 

practice whereby a traditional melody was placed in the tenor (or middle) part of a 

composition for four or more voices while the free voices wove around it in active 

polyphony. Imitation of freely invented or tenor-derived motives were customarily 

found only at the beginning of a composition and rarely used in extended sections. 

Imitation was used only incidentally and not structurally as it was in contemporary 

practice. 

Johann Waither, Luther's musical advisor, proved instrumental in setting text 

and music in the manner prescribed by the reformer. In fact, according to Blume. 

Protestant church music found its "classic characterization" in the works of Waither.^ 

Likewise, Hugo Distler, a strong proponent of the Protestant limrgical and musical 

revival in the twentieth century, followed the Waither model in composing his kindred 

work: Eine deutsche Choralmesse. 

^Friedrich Blume, Protestant Church Music: A History (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, Inc., 1974), 73. 
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CHAPTER in 

HUGO DISTLERS EINE DEUTSCHE CHORALMESSE, OPUS 3 

A. Puqjose and General Characteristics 

Eine deutsche Choralmesse was Distler's second published choral composition 

and the first of any major proportion. The incomplete third opus was first performed on 

October 4, 1931 by the Sing und Spielkreis under the direction of Bruno Grusnick (the 

composer's predecessor as cantor of St. Jakobikirche) as part of the sixth vesper service. 

One year later, on October 23. 1932, the Singkreis sang the completed work as part of 

the Geisdiche Abendmusik, Sunday evening concerts in the tradition of Buxtehude. 

Although ±e ritual of the German Mass had long since disappeared from the Protestant 

liturgy, Distler's work successfully found life both as a concert work and as proclaimer 

of the Word, to which the composer was whole-heartedly dedicated. 

Eine deutsche Choralmesse, scored for six-part choir (SSATBB), is based on the 

polyphonic tradition of the chorale-motet, as employed by Johann Walther in the 

composition of his music for the Protestant Church. Each of the five movements is 

essentially a motet based on a different chorale from the sixteenth century. Although 

Distler uses the older cantus firmus technique in the Mass's construction, much of the 

composer's style actually resembles the progressive tendencies of Orlando di Lasso, 

who was bom in 1532, just six years after Luther had completed his Deutsche messe. 

As found in the music of Lasso and in contrast to the general sixteenth-century 

practice, Distler's imitative passages frequently begin at various intervals other than the 
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fifth or the octave and commence at varying time spans. Often the imitation is dissolved 

after the beginning fragment has been introduced and proceeds in free counterpoint. 

Example 1: 

Lasso: Quis mihi, quis tete rapuit, mm. 62-68 

( 11111!1. r 

rni• ~· r:ts rn, (me mi- SC- rum.) q~;ii \{! 

C~ruus2 
It 

liC· ruJ ' 
{m~ Jrii • :\c• r Jt'J.J qrn:i _._ 

Al lL" 0--

{in c. mi- ·sc- rum.} (l'U41 tc 

-----··---··- ·-T ~':itot 

Mc mi- ~·- rim. q t1~ 

Like Lasso, Distler uses melismas for textual expression, especially in passages for two 

or three voice parts. 

Example 2: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," m. 34 

j A i. 

From_ 

-
From~ 

· 1 

. -
_ men! 

I ' 
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B. Synopsis of Each Movement 

The first movement of Eine deutsche Choralmesse is based on Magdeburg's 

chorale of 1545 (Kyrie, Gott, aller Welt Schopfer [Lord God, Creator and Father of the 

Whole World]). It is a troped (ie, textually embellished) Kyrie with a macaronic text 

(Greek. Latin, and German) set to a tune of great beauty. The German portion of the 

text expounds upon the supplicatory aspect of the three-fold Kyrie made standard by 

the Protestant Church. 

Concerning the form, "Die Fiirbitte (The Intercession)" follows the chorale tune 

in that it is through-composed, but in polyphonic style after the Walther model. 

Essentially, each phrase of the chorale text and melody is distinguished by a change of 

tempo and contrast of timbre or dynamic. 
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Example 3: 

Movement 1: "Die Fiirbitte;" mm. 5-7, 11-14 

Wieder belebtel" (rJ rueher ..i. 

I" 
41 Jlof/W'II 

~ 1u Anfa:ng) (Again enlivened: ate -- mpo) 
,_ 

V fer und V& _ 
. 

- tu! -
,,, /':\ I':\ 11ft. . ·' -- -
., - - - .. ~ - ' 

- ste, wahr Gott - _ fer UDd Va _ - ter! Cbri _ 

,. r.,.. !m, 

~ - . 
5 

"- ~ .. ~·.-J .. ., . V 

Chri -Welt Schop _ fer und Va_ ter! Sehr nw.g (Very calm) 
_ ate, Gott und 

A - - . --
--~ _ iont ., 

E - le - - - - - L . 
PJ! ~ ... .-... 

... .. · . 
E- le - - - - - - i - 80111 

pp_ 
. -

- .. - l 

E. le - - - - - - l-SOD! 

I,. - 1--.. p()C() L---:-.. - n ,-:-.,. .. ---
Sehr bewegt (Very lively) 

- - -- ,, -
., ' tra gestGoUes Zorn! uns - Ky_ _ rLe, hei - li.gerGeist mit ,. 'IJOCOf - -- - - -- - ~ -·-
CJ • f 

tra..gest Got..tes ' der du rur uns Zorn! Ky_ - _ rLe, heL - lL ,. 
~' 

~t>Mf 
w - - . 

11 
., I ~·· U' - . 

tra - gest Got - - tes Zorn! Ky_ - - ri -
'PP Sehr ruhi_g (Ve!" calm) ,. 1- ·. - , . -

CJ 
E le_ - 'i - son! 
i~~.~~- ,, . - -r 

E - le_ - -=-.i - son! 
m,n --- ~ .. - ~ 

. . - ------- -
E - • le _ _ 1 _ son! 

Notice the change to a slower tempo to reflect the supplicating nature of the text: 

"eleison (have mercy on us)." 
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Although Luther's Deutsche Messe und Ordnung des Gottesdiensts^ of 1526 did 

not contain the Gloria in excelsis, most Protestant Mass orders of the day embraced its 

use and included it as a translation of the Latin text or as a German lied. "Lobgesang 

(Song of Praise)," although greatly shortened, is the relative equivalent of the Gloria in 

die Roman Catholic Mass. As with its Catholic counterpart, the text offers praise unto 

the Trinity and acknowledges God's intercession for us. 

^ Translation: German Mass and Order of Worship 
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Example 4: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang ." mm. 1-8 

II. ,,Der Lobgesang" Choral der Bohmischen Bruder 1566 

~1 J t-44-4 £& .J tt±Hdff!· v r (ei, J r , r r v 
Glo _ ri . e, Lob, Ehr und Herr_lich . keit sei Gott Va - ter und Sohn be • re.it, dem hell.gen 

W ~ r £Er I J t r J L GLLc __ Q I J J J J I fr (--A I • II 
Gei.ist .mit Na. • men. Die gott_lich Kraft roach uns sieg. haft du:rch Je.sum Chri. stum. A _ _ men! 

Sopran I 

Sopran II 

II. ,, Der Lobgesang" 
I Der kleine Chor 

I" 
Sehr raseh mit schwebender Leichtheit (Halbe) , -~ 'D~ I I -

w 

V 
Glo - ri - e, Lob, Ehr- und Herr_ . 

" ,p 
l - -

V r -

....... 
-

. _ lich _ keit, Lob, 

-Glo _ri _e, Lob, Ehr - - und Herr - - lich - - keit, Lob, 

" p 

Alt 
tJ -;. -:j =a V' 

Glo - .ri - e, Lob, 

" 1' 
Tenor -

tJ ' Glo - ri - e, Lob, 
:P 

Ba.13 I 

Glo - ri- e, Lob, 

BaJ3 II : 

\ 
~ 

J" - ........ 

-
V ---

Ehr und Hert - lich _ keit, und Herr _ - - - Uch..keit sei Gott Va_ _ ter 

" ...Jt_ b I, 

t) - •.::::::,.-- - ---- - - I -..;_ -- _, 
l<"l.¥ Uft,l u- 1;~l, 

, __ ,. 
~ A r..-u v~ +A• •• .I 

A 

~ 

V ..,,. -~ ,.., ....... , ~ ~ 4- qT - .. - .,,- -

Ehr-- und Herr_ - - _ lich - keit sei Gott Va _ - ter und 

" 
,-,- - =----- -- ....... 

V r 
Ehr-- und Herr_ - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va - - ter und 

~ 1,., ./1. :f:_ -11>'. I, 
.fl.. .p.~ ~ , - .. . -

Ehr uud Herr - - - - - lich _ keit sei Gott Va - ter und __ 

........_-1 ~ -
Glo • n _ e, Lob., Ehr und Herr.heh _ ke1t se1 Gott Va • _ ter und 

23 
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"Lobgesang" is modeled on the sixteenth-century chorale motet in that a 

borrowed chorale tune (in this case, of the Bohemian Brethren)^ is used as a cantus 

firmus in one of the voices (usually the tenor) while counterpoint is woven around it. 

Following a profession of faith in unmetered rhythm,^ the first of the three 

verses in "Der Glaube (The Faith)" proceeds in alternating voice pairs. Essentially, this 

section features the chorale tune alternated between the tenor and first soprano parts, 

supported and ornamented by the other voices. 

^The Bohemian Brethren, also known as the Unitas fratrum, were 15th-century 
descendants of the Hussite movement who lived in eastern Bohemia. In 1467 they 
established a free church with strict congregational rules while developing and 
maintaining influential literary and pedagogical activities. According to Friedrich 
Blume, the song repertory of the Bohemian Brethren has always maintained an 
important position in the history of Protestant church music. 

^In his epilogue, Distler states that "the intonation of the first verse of the third part 
(Credo) is free, to be completely realized from the Word-rhythms; out of which the 
overall Credo is to be formed, very strongly from the experience of Words." 



Example 5: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube,N mm. 1-8 

8 

4 

ID. ,,Der Glatibe" Choral det Bohmh;chen Bruder i566 

,-, r I e e CPr r e r 0 i(?:r r ., 
1. Wu- glau.beo a.n Gott,_ den Va. • ter, all.mach _ ti • gen Henn und Schop. fer, ,. J 

der 

Sopran I 

0 I 0 ed) 
im An be - gum-- liei 

2. Und an seinen Sohn, Jeaw:n Christ, 
unse:rn Herm, der ihm gleich ist 
in du Got1heit und Herrlichkeit, 
aus ihm geborn von Ewigkeit. 

III. ,, Der Glaube" 

Iii 0 

wet . den 

Halbe mi.Qig rasch 
1,. » pooof ----... .Rig«~ 

V Wir glau- ben an Gott, den Va_ ter, 
A U J'OCO f --- ===--

Sopran II 
V Wir glau. ben an Gott, den Va. ter, 

A .i,I 
_., --=--

Alt .., 
7J - <J Ti -~ Ti -9 "O' 

Wir glau_ben a.n Gott, den Va. ter, 
".i,I ..,.,..,,., -- ~ 

Tenor .., 
Wir glau_be.n an Gott, den Va. ter, 

p<JC(Jf -..,,,,,__ 

Ba..S I -
Wir giau. ben an Gotl, den Va.. ter, 

pooof -:::=--

Bai\ II - -
Wir glau_ben an Gott, den Va_ ter, 

,,. .i,I -- =--
V ma.ch ti.gen Henn __ und Schop.fer, -

... u fl 

.., - - --·~ --alLmich.tL gen Herrn und Sch~p • fer, 
AU 1' ===--

.., . 
<J ~ .. ~~1!:1 -tJ>, ... ..... .11 

.. 11 _:;,., • ti . gen Herrn und Sch5 ,_.fer, 
AU =----

J I r r J 
durchsein Wort Him. mel und Er 

S. Glauben auch a.n heiligen Geist, 
von welchem die Schrift allermeist 
und a.11.e Weisheit ist komme:n, 

den .Auserwihlten zu Frommen. 

p - -

all. mach _ • ti.gen Herrn_ 
.r,, - _,.-;-- ......... ' -

a It 
den. 

'P 

all -

und 

-
alLmich _ ti - gen Her:i:n und Schop. 
1' 

all..mllclLtLgen Herm ___ und __ 

-
der im An.. 

<J 

der 

... ScMp. fer, der im An be ginn ___ lie§ - - -
-====-- ~ ............. - ,, --
. - fer, de:r im_ ,___An_ • be. ginn,der im An_be -
====-- ~ 

-
' I -.. 

Schop. fer, der un An • be_ gmn he§ 'Wel' _ 

3046')' 

25 
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The second verse for soprano and alto is particularly interesting because of its 

complete lack of bar lines. The music is based on the natural accentuation of the words 

rather than the regularly recurring metric patterns associated with the bar line. This 

section provides particular performance problems that will be discussed later in the 

"Problems and Resolution" section of this study. 

Example 6: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," verse 2 

Sopran 

mer kleine Chor 
c1m ZeitmaJl> 

.I 1. 11 tpI1anig I 

~ 
und~. sei _ 

pI,mig_ 
'_ nen Sohn, Je ... sum Ch.ris1, un .• . sern Herrn, der 

,_1, _ '1 . 
Alt ~ - ~ 

\fV 
Undan sei. 

• '-"" - "CJ" 
_ nen S0hn

1 
_ __ _ Je sum Christ, un. . sernHerm1 

) ,.. ll. 
•ogern~ . I 

tJ I I ?:J ' I 

ihmgleich ist, gleich in derGott _ heit und ___ Herr.lich...keit,ausihmge_bom von E_wig _ keit. 
" I.I. . 

der ihm gleicli_ ist, gleich 

: 
V -~ ~ 'i1 "O' 

in der GotLheit und_ Herr. I ich..keit, 

I 

~ ~ 

.., - ·-....__; wl 11~ l=t 
ausihm ge_born von E..wigieit. 

Mlfrwl YMW 9 

For the third verse Distler employs fugal writing followed by a homorhythmic 

section in which voice pairing becomes a prominent feature. 
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Example 7: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube;" verse 3, mm. 1-10, 34 

Ex. 7a fi>er ganse Chor 
A » (Im Zei\ma.6) 

Sopran 1 
"' 
... "" f 

Sopran II 
.., 

Glau..ben auch an bei. Ii.gen - . -
,. "" f 

Alt ., TJ .. ..... u ~ 
_.., TJ - TJ - - . - - 1!7 ...._... 

Gla.u..ben auch an - li. gen ~ist, gbu - - - - • hen auch 
,,. .II 

Tenor ., 

Ba.8 I 

BaB II 
- , 

I,.,"" f -
V Gla.u...~nauch an .hei. _ f.Lgen Geist, 

A .II 
. 

~-

tt Geist, an hei =- - Ii • Geist, gbu.ben a.ucb 
I 

. . - - . - gen ,n_ 
.. 11 --

.... - - ~ - -.. .._ ~ 7:) 7J "" =- ---6 hei. • 1i - gen Geist,_ heL - an - - - - I-- - -
" » ., - L. . ..---

V 
Glau.hen a.uch_ an heL - -.,. ~ ,-_ 

Glau.hen auch __ an_ 

Ex. 7b 

I""" 

V From_ I 

""" \ 
• men! 

., 
From. 

.. - I I 

A.II 

34 
.., 

m~n! 
.. » 

V men! 
1--( 

men! 

\ men! 
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The movement ends with an elaborate melisma and is unmetered. Owing to it depth of 

expression, "Der Glaube" is one of the most emotionally stimulating movements in the 

entire Mass. 

The forth movement, "Die Stiftungsworte (The Words of Institution)," is the 

most unusual setting within the Mass. It is a simultaneous setting of two chorales, one 

sung by a solo soprano and the other sung by the accompanying chorus. 



-

Example 8: 

Movement 4: "Die stiftungsworte ." mm. 1-8 

IV. ,,Die Stiftungsworte" 
Verba testamenti., ans Luthers Deutscher Messe 1526 

~~ 0 Iii • . . .. . . 0 . 0 

~ Un.stt Herr Je.sus Christ,in der Naclrt, da e.r ver • .ra. ten v.•IL!d, 

• ,~ · e I 
na.hm er das Br<1t, dank.ete und bra.chs und gabs seinen Jun.gem 

~ a • .. em• : 1 • m e Cd spracht.,,Nehm.et hin Wid es~et, das ist mein Leib, der fiir euch 

~& ·· · e e = . . . . ..- · · 0 1-4 S -3 
ge-ge..ben wird. Solches tui, so oft i.hrs tut, zu mei...ne:rn Ge..diicbt.nis'.' 

~ ~ D::bigenglei<:hen iwclt den K:chMcli dem Ab~ und sp:acli, 
f'--? ·. 9 e e • 

.,Nehmet hin urui trinket a.Ue dar..aus.Die..ser Kekh ist das neae Testa. 

f b e 9 e . • e • . 
0 Fl 

ment in mei.nem Blut, d.as fiir euch vergosse.n wird zar Ver.ge.bung der 

-f¥±¥4+ II a . : .. 9 Ii @I 

Siin..den. Solches ~t, so of\ ihrst.rin.ket zumei..nemGe..dacht.ni<t" 

Stimme 
ausSopr.I 

Sehr ruhiee Viertel 
IA I p_Imfc/l~~ 

Choral a.us Veit Dietrichs Agendbii.~s1~ -

'50 u · J J I J J J J I 
!Als Je . sus Chri..stus, un.set 

1 
hu Tisch er mit sein Ji.in ..gem 

~i I J ;:J J J I J J ii I 
Herr, wuJlt,dai sein Zeit nun kommen wii:, 
sal\,das O . stetlam.mmit ih.nen e.t,l, 

ft@ l J IJ J f7;]i§ 
... V U 

dai er vonhier sollt scheLden, 

1 
zu.letrl \U sei..n.m;. Lei - - - den. 

5w e Ir r 1 ] I J J V +F 
Er sprach,,.lch hab henlich begclu:t, mit 

~&b r r I J ] J J I O I j J 
euch,eh ich ge.t~Ldet werd,du O.ster. 

~v J J I e u 1_ J J ££4-
iamm zu ~sen, denn ich sag euch, d&A 

fr J JI~ IJ J r 1£LJ2 
ich hin..fort von die.semnichtm81.r es.sen 

I!./ 
~ _ yn..serHert Je.sus Christ,inderNacht,daerver _ ra _ ten ward,_ nahm er <las Brot, 

Alt 
' . 

Tenor 

' 
Ba.fH 

Bafi II 

II I - I 

- met 

II , I 

~te ~d bra.dis und gabs seLnenJlin..gem und sptadl: 
Der kleine Chor . 

Sehr ruhie'- feierliche Halbe 

,,Ndt - bin 

. 
~ 

1'::: 7f 4 V 77 V ......_.,.,. . -61- 77 
muuJ ii je. SUS ChrLstus, un.~ Herr, wuBt,_ da.8 sein Zeit nun 

I 

A I 

Als Je- $18 ChrLstus, un _ ser Herr, wu.6t, da.6 sein Zeit, sein Zeit nun 
ouasitt - '61-fJ. 't!r -8- ,,., ~ 

AJs 
QWmfJ'P 

Je. &US Chri_ - i.ius, un _ ser Herr, "'"ll.Bt,daa sein Ze"" " 

V - - -
Als Je - SU8 ChrL ~ stus, un _ ser Herr, wu.6t,da.B sein Zeit nun 

29 
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The text brings forth the meaning of the Eucharist ("Our Lord Jesus Christ, on the night 

he was betrayed he took the bread..the mainstay of Christian belief. The melody 

was composed by Johann Walther and Martin Luther during their collaboration on the 

Deutsche messe. However, since it was to be sung by the priest, it was never 

harmonized or developed into a chorale.' 

"Die Stiftungworte" is in two parts, corresponding to the two verses of Luther's 

tune. In this movement, Distler specifies that the solo soprano who sings the Verba 

testamenti'° is to produce a narrating tone, in the manner of psalmodic recitation. 

Unique in concept and design, solemnity and variety are prevalent features of this 

movement. 

Movement five, "Das Dankgebet (The Prayer of Thanksgiving)," is the longest 

of the movements and is in three parts. Distler employs the chorale verse as a fugue 

theme in the first part. 

'Carl Frederick Eisenburger, "The Origin, Development, and Practical Application of 
the Deutsche messe, 1526, as compiled by Martin Luther" (Master's thesis, Ohio State 
University, I960), 21. 

English translation: The Words of Institution (establishment of a sacrament). 



Example 9: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet." mm. 1-12 

V. ;,Das Dankirebet" Choral: M. Rihet 1.510 
I 

l \V'u dan..k;en deLne.r Wohl • 
t ver.kiin..den dei.nen teu • 

• tat groi, so lan...ge wir bier le ~ 
~ rm Tod 1 bi• du unswinter . he # undn~limen 

in dein Reich u.n, ein, di\ nimmt twirdein En.de aein des F.reu. • den. prei • ses. A . • men. 

Sopran I 

Sopran II 

Alt 

Tenor 

Ba.BI 

Ba.A II 

V. ,,Das Dankgebet" 
f Der ga.nze Chor 

Sehr rasch (Ganze) und beschwi11gt 
' A IPY. I 

tJ 
Wir dan ~ k~n dei-ner Wohl. 

I\ 

" 
A 

tJ 

... 

'II 

\ ... 

/A ----------.... ,... 

tat, wit clan.Jc.en dei. ner Wohl _ - tat 

: ' 

Wohl • 

.. 

•.+:I ~, _ _ 

• tat gro.B, de! • nerWohl -

w 
V 

War dan - ken dei ner 

. 
wir dan. 

"Wir 

31 
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The fugue is then repeated using the second verse of text, "Verkiinden deinen teuren 

Tod."" 

Part two sets the refrain text in familiar style, making elaborate use of voice 

pairing and unison singing. 

" Translation: "(We) serve to announce dear death." 



/A 

V 

,,. 

V 

,,. 

V 

63 ,,. 

V 

I,. 

V 

" 

V 
... 

.., 
70 " 

V 

I,,. 

r 

V 

" 
V 

.... 

.., 
79 

... 

V 

~ 

Example 10: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet." mm. 63-88 

E Ruhig, mit Andacht 

ffl81IO p 
m 

und neh-men in dein Reich 
1Mn0,P ~ 

und neh.men in dein Reich 
ffl61W.P- -~·· ~ 

und neh - men in 
ffld1IO :P I ~ -

und neh - men in 

sein 

sein f 

da 
\ I 

wird ein En.de 111m - mer .,. .~ :::::---,....__ I 

da nim.mci: wird ein En. de ..,_ 

da 
f 

da 

......----::::: 

_ den --:----
- - - pre1 _ - - ses, 

I 

I ......__.,.., ·- V -6 
Freu • - - - den_ prei - ses, 

- f 

- .....__., 
V '*-.._ L,~ 7J' ,e,, 

-
UDS 

" 

uns -
dein 

dein 

sein 
-

sein 
p. 

nim 

Der kleine Chor 
A.dent raseh und freudig bewegt 

ein. 

ein 
a 

da ., 

-
Reich uns 

" 

Reich uns 

.p. ,.. 

- mer wird 
~""-

nim-mer wird_ ein En • de 
~ 

- -nim _ mer wird ein En • de 

-
ein, 

ein -
-

(Jliu 
Der ganze Chor 
f _-:q' 

des Freu 
(piu)_j 

des 

,,., ~- ~ ~ ... ii. -

ein En - - \,--" de scin -.... - . ,,-._ 

nim:.m.er wird ein En .de se.in 

F 
1er k.leine Chor 

Der ganze Chor 

- ,.,._ 
- ' 

(piu)f_~ 

da nim..mer wird ein En.de sein des Freu -

- f . 'pi1') f...---.... 

cfa rum.mer witd ein En.de sein des Freu -- f .....--:---. 

) 

des Freu - den~ - ses, des Freu -
.I'~ ~ ., 

~ - ---.. 

des Fretulen. prei . des __ Freu. - - ses, 
f. ~ - f 

'7 Freu - den - prei - ses, }es Freu -
-

des Freu --
I 

- den.prei 
..... . - aes, des Freu -

33 
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Text painting plays a role in the section as the pairs repeatedly alternate the phrase, 

"und nehmen in dein Reich uns ein, da nimmer ein Ende (and take us in your Kingdom, 

that will never have an end). The full choir then sings "des freudenpreises" or "the 

joyous praise" with great elaboration and presence. In both cases the persistent 

repetition of the phrases musically enhances the meaning of the text. 

The last section is an elaborate setting of the "Amen" using fugal writing and 

making extensive use of cross-relationships, causing tonal ambiguity and adding to the 

modal flavor of the work. Except for the movement's extreme brevity and "antiqued" 

modal feel, the imitative structure and similar melody recalls the profundity of the 

"Amen" chorus from Handel's Messiah. 
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Example 11: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet." mm. 114-31 

/A ~Mi - ,...-....... .. =----- ~ -
.., 

A - ~ ~ - men, '7(_ r 
~ 

A 
1Mn0.J;-- - /i\--,... 'I _;:.. - ........... .:-r;... 

v A. '-' men, A- '-" m"eir;:::: 1--
A-'-{ - ~ ~ - - - - 1--

A 

114 
~ 

I'~~ 

111_ . -------(~\ ..-._ --- -
.., 

me:n, A-
'-' • men, A • A ::---:--- men, - men,_ 

_A_ .._ -r-

v 
men,A - "'"'-::-

_,'iF 
men, A. - - - ~ - - - - -

A p 

v t':- . ·--~--- .... ......... :__u 
~ 1.20 :-.-:--~ - - . .-:. - ,.:~ A p-- ::::.:- ;--.., t---~ ' 

1'-' A. " men, A - \!./. • men. AU . -me~- _men, - - - - -
~~~ ...... n. ~,... r-..- ... ~ 

A - - - - - - men, 
p~ r--.~~ .. ~ ---~ 
A- - - - - - - men, 

~A •• tgem • ll 

v "A-.:- ~ -- - - - - - men, 
' A poco .I'.---. 

.... ~· 

- - - - - - - ~~!!:-.g!f\ A 
A -

A ~ 

126 
tJ qX~l-('--_ ....... rft'i ·~ 'rf~ ~if ~ _ mfl\n, 

A pimtir 

..... A--:--:• " ~'-::-- v 
J~inni£ - - - men, -- - -
1'~~ - - - - /'[\men, 

A- A 
T "i;;7 

- - men - - m en, 
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C. Discussion of Musical Elements 

I. Rhythm 

Although Eine deutsche Choralmesse generally displays less rhythmic 

complexity than Distler's later works, this aspect of the Mass is nonetheless remarkable. 

Clearly, rhythm offers the most difficulty in the rehearsal process and particular 

passages of the mass will be discussed in greater detail in the "Problem Identification 

and Resolution" portion of this paper. The reader, however, will profit from a practical 

compendium of Distler's rhythmic style as found in this work. 

Each movement of Eine deutsche Choralmesse is based upon a sixteenth-

century chorale tune and Distler chose to maintain the notational value of the respective 

chorale in the composition of his work. As such, the minim or half note maintains the 

underlying pulse or basic unit of movement as it did in the second half of the sixteenth 

century. This carries particular ramifications for today's singers that will be discussed 

later. 
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Example 12: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 20-23 

1 • .11 fM'Mf - - ---r-_--.__ 
r • - -· - - - -- . r, ~ ' -V - von -wel.cllemdie Sclirift_ 

I I 

al - ler_ meist, vonwel - chem die Sclu:ift 
.. JI. ffl.eft<> f' 

-, - ., - - ' - --CJ von wcl _ chem die SchrifL aLler meist;von wel - chem die Schrift al -:--- - -- - -
A .11 ~ -

:: -· 
20 

CJ 

v~t:1 
0 7:J -..... u -- u -meist, - chem die Schrift> die Schrift al _ - -... JJ. ~ --=--- - . 

V meist, ·undal_ le Weis -
L----' .f, - - -------·- - .. ~ TJ 

meist, und al - le Weis_ - heit ist 
' f ~-. ·J 

u -meist, und al _ f 

Echoing the masterful settings of Heinrich Schiltz, Eine deutsche Choralmesse 

contains closely allied music and text with accentuation of the musical line often 

dependent upon textual declamation. This as a guide, Distler' s rhythmic style is the 

result of the following: 

(1) Barred and unbarred passages often disregard any metrical regularity. 

With this comes a general lack of rhythmic patterning within each vocal part, 

resulting in angular melodic lines and dense syncopated polyphony in the 

aggregate. 
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Example 13: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 17-19 

/,.. 1.L 

:: - . -
tJ 
... 11 

- - . . -
tJ 

,.. .&.I 

' = 

17 

tJ ~ - • ,t;;. - I - - = -"U" -&· - -
Schrift al_ ler _ - tneist, von wel - chem die Schrift_ al - ler -,.. » __. - -- ~ 

~ ~ -l V 
von ;el 

I 

Schrift al _ ler - _ meist, - chem die Sch rift al - ler -.-.......... - - I 
··- . ~ - ; -- - ., u r - r , -

al - ler_m~, von wel - chem die Sch.rift, die Schrift_ aLler. -- ~ ---- ~ -= - --~. -~ ~ :: ;; 

\ ' I I -von wel.chemdie Schnft __ _ al _ _ ler • 

(2) Polymetrics (ex. 14a) and polyrhythms (ex. 14b) create a highly syncopated 

environment. 

"Lobgesang" offers a fine example of mixed and polymeters that Distler 

employs skillfully in setting his text. In measures 13 and 14, the two soprano 

parts diverge from the general texture while causing an overlap of phrases 3 and 

4 of the text. This necessitates some method by which congruity with the other 

parts can be achieved. To do this, Distler uses different meters simultaneously so 

as to maintain proper text accent and intelligibility. 



Example 14: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 13-18 
Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 20-23 

Ex 14 
i .. po~;;_ Rigern ......---.::: .. ~ - -= ~ : ~ - .. - . 
t) 

1l ien. Die,. gott lich Kraft_ mach unssieg. Iha.ft, mach uns sieg _ - - - - -.. ::: -.poco - - ----. , ,. -- ~ - - - . 
~ tJ :=t en. Die ---- ~ott 1 ich Kraft mach un! 1--1 ieg ihaft, mach uns sieg. - - - - - -.. t 

.•• ~ 
, 

tJ I:'..---- • ~ ------ L••-:;j~~ ~ -,; ~ 
V ... • • c; 

3 .__mit Na_ - - - 1tien. Die gott. lich Kraft mach uns sieg _ .. ~ " -- ~ :: -- .. 
. ~ 

. - , 
· 1 

.__mit Na • ~ 1 tien. Die ~tLlich Kraft_ macli uns sieg _ 
ri. 

~ -
t.. .._ -~ 1JOCO i - .... -~ -- ~ ~ .. 

~ 

- mit Na. - -men. ie gijtt ichKraft mach __ uns sieg -.. -- -- -- GDl',D t .. : ~ - ~ = . -
\ 

- I - l I 

Geist mit Na. - - - ~1en. Die ott - lichKraft mach uns sie -g g 

Ex. 14b I I 
2 12 & 3 

I I 
2 &3 4 1 2 & 3 

I 
2 3 

/ .. .11 mfflOf -.. -- ---r-----._ 
- - ,, 

~ .~ - ~ -
tJ von weLchem. die Sclirift_ al - ler • .meist, 
~ ~ffl.Mth, 

von wel - chem die Sch.rift 
[ 

r ~ , - - r - - ~ 

tJ von wet _ chem die ~chrJit~ ALI~ lmf ist, von wel - chem die Schrift al 
-. . 

.. .11 .':\ 1 ? ~ A " ~ - - --. -.. ":" -;-
~ 

20 
t) ?ilJ~ " d-p s - .ft 

u -.....__ u -rneist, vonwel - chem 1e chn , die Schrift al _ - -.. J.l ~ --=--- . -~ 

' ~~ 

V meist1 undaL le Weis -
'--' f - ,., ..---_ ·- - ., 

.. 

meist, und al - le Weis_ - heit ist 
f ~ 

: - . - . - -~ I - c, -- ' me1st, und al _ - .a.e 

39 
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Had he not done so, the two soprano lines would have been set as in this 

example. 

This situation would cause the second syllable of "gottlich" to be wrongly 

accented while the word "Kraft" would wrongly be de-emphasized. 

Example 15: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 13-14 

men . Die got t lich Kraft mach un.s 
> (>) 

(3) Although not used to the extent found in Distler's later works, agitated Baroque-like 

motor rhythms, reminiscent of instrumental writing, propel repeated rhythmic motives. 

In the following example, notice the fanfare-like melody that is sung by the 

baritones. 

Example 16: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet (Bass I part)," mm. 97-113 

i~f (:]St 
- den-ptei - • :sea. 
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(5) Use of hemiola. 

Example 17: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 9-13 

/,. l1 I mf - - ::::::>-. 
~ ~ -' - . 

V . 
be-ginn- lid-wer den durchsein WorL 

. 
Him..mel und Er- _a';'n. - - - -

,. .II, 
_., =--- . 

~ -V - . - 4 ~ V V ..,...__ v"" -
V• 1=t 

im An_be..ginn lie.G wet - den. durch sein Wort_ - Him - .mel und Er_ - _ den. 
,. Jl t: 'ltd ~ 

. 
-

9 
V y • .. - 'rt ~-r) -...._v - ... -

der im An-be..g!°'° lie# wer - den duteh .ein Wort_ - Him - mel und Er. - _den. 
,. jl 

__,. :::::=-

- -.. ··~ .. ·· r-. ...... 
Wort Him_ 

. 
V 

den durch sein mel und Er_ _den. 'Wei'. - - - - - -
- • • ~ - ~trif_. .. ,.,. - .. ~ -. . 

ginn, der im ,An_ be.ginn liefl wer _ den durch sein Wort Him - ~lund Er. - .den. _,, ::::::::-- -- . 
TJ 

2 3 2 3 

As a proponent of the New Church Music tradition, Distler employed rhythm 

that could be considered "manneristic" in its complexity. According to Charles Anders, 

"Distler's imaginative and enthusiastic employment of rhythms distinguishes his work 

from all the other contemporary German choral composers- -only [Johann Nepomuk] 

David approaching his genius in this regard." 12 Even in his early compositions, then, 

rhythm, is the single most distinctive aspect that characterizes his work as a composer. 

12 Charles R. Anders, "Hugo Distler and the New Church Music" (Master's thesis, 
Indiana University, 1962), 83. 
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2. Dynamics. Tempo, and Phrasing 

While providing a texmral model, the chorale motet tradition cannot be credited 

with providing Distler full inspiration regarding dynamics and tempo. Eine Deiistche 

Choralmesse combines thoroughly modem and concise markings with performance 

conventions of an earlier time. Klaus Fischer-Dieskau, choral conductor and brother of 

the world-famous baritone, has written extensively on the performance practice in the 

time of Schiitz, making several connections between his music and that of Distler. 

A prominent feature found in Distler's Mass that affects these musical elements 

is the composer's alternation of a small and large chorus in the Baroque concertato 

manner. According to Dieskau's research into Baroque performance practice, the 

dynamic levels of two concerted groups must be of a relative level so that the small 

(kleine) choir (a small body of solo-type voices) sings with a fixll tone, allowing the 

shear number of singers to regulate the dynamic level. Under no circumstance should 

the singers of this small choir contrive a soft dynamic level by singing with a mezzo 

voce quality of voice. 

Dieskau's second point is that the inclination of the musical line should not be 

ignored. In other words, Distler, like Schiitz, has composed the dynamic into the 

individual vocal parts so that a voice singing naturally will produce a.forte dynamic 

when rising into the upper range. Conversely, a soft dynamic will namrally be achieved 

when a voice descends into the lower range. It is Dieskau's contention that the 18'^^" and 

19'''"century style, whereby composers consciously wrote against the natural vocal 
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tendency, finds no place in the music of Distler any more than it did in the music of 

Schiitz. 

Dieskau's third observation is that tempo and dynamics are directly related. 

According to Dieskau, "p is taken for granted in a slower tempo, and/in a faster one; 

the opposite idea to this did not develop until later, and was found only rarely during the 

time of Schuetz."'^ Indeed, virtually every passage of Eine deiitsche Choralmesse 

provides an example of this. 

Klaus Fischer-Dieskau, "The Employment of Dynamics in Interpreting the Music 
of Heinrich Schiitz and Hugo Distler," The Choral Journal XIV, no. 4 (Dec 1973): 13. 
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Example 18: 

Movement 1: "Die Fi.irbitte," mm. 11-17 

/ A 
moaa •ogenJ ~ hr bewegt p.Jery Ii~ 

- ,--.... ff~ - ,., ,-::-#" ~ 

~ . .., ' ' li.gerGeist WIS tri - gestGoLtes Zorn! Ky_ - ri_e, hei - mit 
A 'IJOcof_- - -- - - - _: - - -- ~- - - -V 

der du flir UDS ' triLgest GoUes Zorn! Ky. _ _ rLe, heL - li_ 
A . 'll>l',Of -

:. - - .. - -

11 
- = -.., I .~-· ~ I 

tra - gest Got - - tes z . 
~ 

Ky - - - ri -
Ill ( -;;;- Sehr ruhig p.Jer ·--. 

t) 
E le_ .L son! , 

1'P,-;. .... ~ -
u 

r 

.. 

E - le_ - -= i - sonl - _. -c=-.. I, . . 
._ = E. _ le _ _ 1 _ son! 

/A :::--,... b 

-- ~ .. 
ll!I 

-Va.~~ Sohn ein Gott! ,. b b - -
- -V I I 

Va.ter ~ 
-

ger Geist, mit So~- eUl Gott! 
A l i 

' - -
• .,. r , - ~ . .. - . 

15 

.., r "*"""" , - - - . 
e, hei - lLgerGeist,mitVa..ter und Sohn ~i~er -~hr "'~~ig (Again very~ 

" ~ ,.___ I 

-r - - - - - -.., I 

"'--J r i. 
E. le - - - - -~ p _ ~ - . .. ~ - ---..... ---- - -- - -
E. le - i - son, e _ le - ...._ - - i. 

p_ .,,.-- - .,-- .... - - II. . 
~ . - - - . ' - -

I . 
E. le _ - l -
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Only the opening of the second movement, "Der Lobgesang," and the last few 

measures of movement 5 seem to stand in contradiction of this tenet. Yet. high ranges 

and scoring for the small choir actually result in a full and flexible tone that fully 

complements the fast tempo. 

Lastly, Dieskau discusses the expressive nature of Schiitz' and Distler's 

phrasing, calling for a messa di voce, or dynamic stretching on long notes. 

Example 19: 

Obviously, Dieskau's concern with the expressive nature of the musical line and phrase 

has, at least in part, resulted in a general performance guide. Yet. another scholar, 

Alejandro Planchart, who has researched and written on Renaissance performance 

practice has another view. In his article, "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble H," a 

chapter in Perfonner's Guides to Renaissance Music, Planchart states: 

One phrasing mannerism that is to be avoided at all costs ... is an 
abuse of the messa di voce in polyphonic music of the sixteenth century .. 
. The result destroys the polyphony and the linear drive that governs 
virtually all of their music, though it can be used in passages, frequent in 
Wert and Monteverdi, that amount to ensemble recitative, if all the singers 
phrase with absolute unanimity.''^ 

'•* Alejandro Planchart, "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble H," chap, in A 
Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music, ed. Jeffery T. Kite-Powell, Performer's 
Guides to Early Music (New York: Schirmer Books, 1994), 36. 
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Performance practice of centuries past can be a volatile topic, as evidenced in 

the dichotomous views of Dieskau and Planchart. One must be mindful of the fact that it 

is the text, served by melody, rhythm, dynamics, form, etc. that is the reason for the 

work's existence. The natural articulation of the word should determine the expression 

of the notes. The conductor is urged to consider Distler's neo-classic polyphonic style in 

light of the text, employing expressive shaping of notes and phrases only in as much as 

it will enhance word and sentence structure. 

3. Harmony 

While this study is not intended to be an analysis of harmonic theory, the conductor will 

nevertheless find it important to explore Distler's harmonic practice as a guide to proper 

intonation and balance of vertical sonority. As mentioned earlier, Distler was a 

proponent of the New Church Music tradition whose harmonic tenets included 

polytonality and other twentieth-century techniques. "Der Lobgesang" provides several 

examples of these within the essentially tonal framework. In general, Distler shows a 

penchant for thick and often dissonant sonorities. In measure 21 of "Der Lobgesang," 

for example, we find the composer's use of extended chords, in this case, an 1 Ith chord 

built on "d" and with the 11th degree of the chord placed in the uppermost part as is 

customarily prescribed by theorists.'^ This is followed by a passage containing planed 

'^Thomas Benjamin, Michael Horvit, and Robert Nelson, Techniques and Material of 
Tonal Music, 3d ed., (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1986), 173. 
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7th chords (measure 22). Because of the spacing of voice parts and configuration of the 

chord, the 11th chord can also be viewed as an example of polytonality. 

Example 20: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 19-25 

Der ga.nze Chor -
1,. _,.Breitei:_ (Vierttil) 

~ .. - --- »ogern _ - I':\ 
- - - - - -~ -- ~ 

t) haft, dutch Je sum Chri ~ _stum. A_ _ men! - -
" 

,.,.I. --=-- - - ......---::: "' - - -r - = - - - - - - . -
t) 

haft, d~rch Je_swn Chri 
I - _ stum. A - _men! - -

II .,. 
~ 

~ 
t) - .. (J -- "' - . - I 

19 haft) durch Je - sum ~- / - - stum. A_ _ment 
II .,. 

- --
haft, dUl'Ch Je _ sum Chri -
I. a f - • a fr~ -t-~:::=:lt"----+--,---

stum. A - A - men! - men! 
..-- ._,_ -&-

---- _ stum. A ment - - --- -:---
haft, dtmn Je _ - sum Chri -.,. 

... -- - . ..... 
I 

haft,~urch Je - Cb.ti -

d l 1 BbMM7 qe dm6fll 

For contrast, Distler also uses isolated chords built on quartal harmony. 16 

Examples can be seen in measures 4 (built on "eb"), measure 5 (built on "a"), measure 7 

(built on "e"), to point out a few. In general, the hollow-sounding chords provide relief 

to the thick sonority that is caused by extended chords and by Distler's frequent use of 

passing and other non-harmonic tones. 

16Chords built on the interval of the fourth rather than on the third. 
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Sopran I 

Sopran II 

Example 21 : 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 1-8 

II. ,,Der Lobgesang" 
r Der kleine Chor 

I" 
Sehr rasch, mit schwebende~chtheit (Halbe) 

9,- - I - L --, - -· ·- ~ . 
ti 

Glo - ri _ e, Lob, Ehr- und Herr_ ' 
. 
-

" p . . -- --- :: ~ - - - -· -
4.1 I r ._ 
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...-,-

~ 

·- . 

- - lich - keit, Lob, 

::: . 
Glo-ri-e, Lob, Ehr- ..___ und Herr - - lich - _ ke., Lob, 

" p 
Alt - - ·-

CJ -,;. -:; ~ 
V 

Glo - ri - e, Lob, 
A .I' :... -

y . .. Tenor 
V I 

Glo - ri - e, Lob, 
- p 

. -·- -Ba.BI -
' Glo - ri e, Lob, 

Ba.8 II 

" ~ 

q eb -

- -
I" --- ~ 

·- . - - -
CJ 

Ehr und Herr licl1 _ keit, und Herr _ - - - liclL1ceit sei Gott Va - _ ter 

" b b I. 

--.., -- -- - -- - . I ---- -Ehr und Hen - - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va - - - ter und 

" ·-
~ ~- ..,, .... 

~ _,,.,.--,; ~ ~ ~ ~ q-.. . - ----- v - = 
Ehr-- und Hen_ - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va - - ter und 

" -- - :::--.. --- r--..... -~ 

F -· .. - - - -- ~ .., r ' 
Ehr-- und Hen'"' - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va - • ter und 

,,,,-- - .. ~, .t-: .fl.. ~ ..fl.. -ri----.. . ... .. -: - --. 
Ehr uud 7 - - - - - lich _ keit sei Got Va - ter und __ 

p ~ r----.. -: -· :- - -. ~ 

' I 

Glo - ri e, Lob, Ehr und Herr.lich - keit sei Gott Va_ - ter und -
q a qe 
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Although the harmony found in the Mass is essentially tonal. Distler uses the 

modality of the chorale melodies to cause ambiguity of the tonal center and as a catalyst 

for rapid modulation. 

4. Melodic Style 

According to Anders, Distler's polyphonic style of writing was quite likely a 

protest against the "turgid harmonic writing" of the late nineteenth century.'^ This view 

is well reflected in Eine deutsche Choralmesse which is an example of neo-classicism, 

with the mixture of twentieth-century harmony and reversion to the polyphonic part 

writing of the late sixteenth century. While an underlying harmonic concern is 

perceptible, a particular hierarchy of musical elements seems apparent, with linear 

melodic concern taking precedence. As such, Distler clearly intends that each melody 

within the polyphonic contrapuntal structure is to unfold autonomously as a viable and 

unique entity. 

Charles R. Anders, "Hugo Distler and the New Church Music" (Master's thesis, 
Indiana University, 1962), 11. 
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Example 22: 

Movement 4: "Die Stiftungsworte," mm. 36-41 

se r ei:er C ~ I':'\ ,. I - = - - .. 
- ~ 

, . . .. . ~ 

t) . 
ihts um 

. 
Ge - d.acht. 

... 
- so oft - ket, zu mei - nem - - ms. 

'i/ A I ~ I':'\ --· - - -
t.J I 9i- --"' ,- 7:J ~- · --..._ n. rt$ ~ ~ 

nichtmdir es. - - - - - sen wer~bis dasReich Got - kom - m.e!" ,. I 

u -· · ' - ·-_,, 
~ .. ... . 7!. .... l.,.?J' ?:t -;;. . -

'""- sem nichtmdire!:I - sen we-rd, bis das Reich Got - tes :kom - - - . - - - mer' 
~ l -. : . - .. 

',' 

J - - -I . 
t.J - • d!' I 

- sem nicht meh:r es_sen rwerd,bis das- Reicll, dasReich Got..tes kom - me!'' 
,,,.,-,..._ "• I. -- - - rJ -

• h - -- -
nicht 

I I 

"'ebr es - senwerdt bis_ du Reim Got.tes kom me!'' - sem - ...- -
: - -

~ ~ rJ • -
\ .· - -,,,, - -- ~ I 

I" 
. 

-ruchtmehr es - me . ....:.,, 

As illustrated, each part often unfolds as a convincing melody in its own right. 

Stagnant and monotonous lines that are indicative of vertically-conceived sonorities are 

not to be found in the Mass. Instead, expressively flowing lines proceed primarily in 

conjunct motion and meet coincidentally in vertical configuration to create sonorities of 

considerable dissonance. In favor of conjunct motion, an effective ratio of 3: 1 produced 

the melodic contour that was characteristic of most sixteenth-century music. This 

disproportionate amount of stepwise movement is considered ideal, especially in long 
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contrapuntal melodies. 18 In the same fashion, Eine deutsche Choralmesse features part 

writing that is similar to its Renaissance model. The result is an easy, mellifluous 

spinning of line that is idiomatically vocal, contains virtually no chromatic intervals and 

is set in well-proportioned phrases. 

The bass line maintains a dual melodic and harmonic role, progressing 

conjunctly and expressively during some passages, and moving angularly in support of 

the tonal progression during others. 

Example 23: Conjunct melodic movement: 

Movement 1: "Die Fiirbitte," mm. 18-22 

4 Noch bewegter 
I,. ,piuf ---=--------1"'.>. 

- _ ri - e, - - rLe, 
b ~ ..-r-i:-._ 

.. - U' •• .. " 
- rLe, Ky_ _ri_e, ~, Ky - -

I 
_ rLe, hilf 

.., 
18 ,. 

"' .,r 
son! 

son! 

_ rLe, - rLe, K~ -. ....___7 K '· y _ _ n_e,-- - y _ n_e, 
h 

- rLe, 
-- --- -

I Ky___ - - ...._,.,.__ - rLe, 
viu ,r,.,:::;:::.,----------- .---:--.---....... 

Ky _ ri _ e, 

Ky- ~ ri _ e, Ky_ . l - n _ e, Ky_ • I n _ e, 

r I 

hilf_ uns, 

Ky - _ rLe, 
~ 

Ky - ri _ e, 

18 Arthur C. Edwards, The Art of Melody (New York, Philosophical Library, Inc., 
1956), 105. 
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Example 24: Disjunct movement: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 9-13 

/A J.L I m.f - • :::::::=,;-
~· -~ -- - r, ~ - - - . -
t} I 

be_gin~ 
- WorL 

. . 
Him.mel 

... r-, 

- lieDwer - den durch sein - und Er- - .den. 
A J.L .,.:/' ~ -~ 

- ~ - -
~~ t} - I - .. .g .., V <J .... ...__ .............. - ~ 

im An. be..ginn lieil wet . den durch se_in WorL - Him - .mel und Er. . .den . 
,A J& • 

_,, ===-. ·. . . ·- . . 
. ,n . ~ 

9 
t} "fl .. .. - ''It '=it- Tl--- .._ ..... - ... -~ 

der im An_be..ginn Ue8 wer - den durdi aein WorL - Him - mel und Er. - .den. 
.. tJ. 

_., ===-
·c 

-- n- - ~ 

tJ ,..... ...,. I 

wet. - - - - - dffl du.rch. sein Wort Him_ mel und Er. - . den. 
- - • .-.,, - -~fftl . ,, n, - .. ~ - . . . . 

ginn, der. im An - be.ginn lieiS wet. den durch sein rwortHim - mel und Er. - .den. _., . :::::::-, 1 I 
.... . ·- . 

durch sein Wort Hun..mel un d Er_ • n de 
ufort Yer8 2 

Although Distler maintains primarily conjunct movement to create a smooth and 

even flow of melody, his fundamental melodic style also includes the use of leaps that 

are often in long notes (whole notes, half notes and tied notes). These are followed by 

shorter notes ( quarter notes and eighth notes) in stepwise movement, much in the 

manner of Palestrina's writing. 

Example 25: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube (Bass I part)," mm. 11-13 

?U rd~ . .. r: ! J J · 1 "" 
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Although the part writing may produce pungent or hollow sonorities, Distler 

maintains a smooth and flowing linear movement of line by avoiding dissonant leaps or 

intervals that are more characteristic of instrument writing. Singers are never strained 

by unrealistic tessituras or sudden, awkward shifts of melodic direction. 

Each movement, with the exception of number 4, "Die Stiftungsworte," 

encompasses virtually the same ranges for each vocal part. In movement 4 the five 

lower parts accompany a solo soprano voice in close homophony with moderated 

ranges that create a generally dark and thick texture against the solo narrative. 

Example 26: , 

Movement 4: "Die Stiftungsworte," mm. 5-8 

" I - . menop ~· - . -~ ~ - ~ - - . - ' I - - - ~ ·-.., . ' I I dan..ke..te u.nd_bradis und gabs seLnea JUn-gem und sp:radi: ,.Neb._ - - met hin 
Der kleine Chor 

J A I Sehr ruhig- feierliche Halbe 
~ . 

~ 

~ 
__ ,, __ . ......_ 

, A I -·---- I, .. . ··- - - ~ r ~ Q 

-X1~ ~ * V 7'f "" - '- ... - • -6>- ?t Je - sus CbrLstus, un-sf Herr, wuBt, da.8 sein Zeit nun A I £ . - - - - - ,~ ~ -tJ Ats 
·, I l - -

~-- Je- SUS Chri.stus, un _ ser Herr, wuJ3t, da.f\ sein Zeit, isein Zeit nun 
- - ~ .p. .. ~ n ~ - - - - . - .. 

_, __ /..1! Je- &US Chri - - - stus, un - eer Herr, wu.6t,daa sein Zeit 
~ - -.. - ,, . . . ,. -. ·c; - - -- Als Je _ sue Chri - - - stus un _ se:r Herr: wu.6 t, da6 sein Zeit nun 
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The ambitus and tessitura for Eine deutsche Choralmesse, in general, are as illustrated; 

Example 11-. 

Axnbitns 

Soprano ( 

Tesmitnza Axabitns 

Soprano II 

Tesaitnza Ambitus 

Alto 

Tessitim 

Tenor 
•» 

Bass I 

•» 

Bass I 

a. 

While Distler is progressive with regard to rhythm and, to a lesser degree, 

harmony, the linear melodic material with which he works is conservative. Distler's 

melodic writing commonly includes leaps of major and minor 3rds, 4ths, 5ths and. 

much less often, minor 6ths and octaves. Interestingly, major 6ths, 7ths and all 

augmented and diminished intervals are avoided, making Distler's melodic material 

precisely the same as that used by Renaissance composers. 
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5. Text Setting 

Distler's rhythmic style is inseparable from the text upon which it is laid. Says 

one authority: 

[Distler's] music is governed essentially by the text; the words 
kindle his creative imagination and control the formal aspects of his 
compositions ... His concern is always with the meaning behind the 
words, with the spirit and feeling of them which he brings out in his 

- 19 music. 

In discussing any work by Distler. it is clear that melody and rhythm serve more than a 

musical purpose, and that text must be considered, not a by-product, but the master of 

these musical elements. Rhythm and melody both serve to define textual accentuation 

and it must be noted that Distler follows in the footsteps of Schiitz and even further 

back to Palestrina and those Renaissance composers who considered text-setting of 

primary importance. Basic to their technique was placing accented syllables on notes of 

longer duration or notes of higher pitch."" With regard to rhythm and melodic contour, it 

must be noted that a longer or higher note will normally receive more emphasis than a 

lower or shorter note. The following example illustrates how Distler uses rhythm to 

convey textual accent. 

'^Oskar Sohngen, Analytical commentary to the recording Geistliche Chormusik von 
Hugo Distler, Cantate record T 72 714 LP; quoted in Charles R. Anders, "Hugo Distler 
and the New Church Music" (Master's thesis, Indiana University, 1962), 82. 

Malcolm Boyd, Palestrina's Style; A Practical Introduction (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1973), 13. 
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Example 28: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 1-3 

ID. ,, Der Glaube" 
Halbe ma.Big rasch 

I,. i& poe<Jf....-- - ==-- p --- - .. - I - - . - -- - . - - ~ 
,. Sopran I 

I) 

Wir glau. hen an Gott, len Va_ ter, ~1 -
A l1 J)OtX)f - ====--- - .. - I . ::: - - - ,. ,. -Sopran Il 
I) 

Wtr glau ben ~ Gott, ten Va_ ter, 
A Jl ~" ~ 

Alt - - .. . - ~ . . -I) 7J -e, .., 7J --._y ~ '9 u 
Wir glatJ ben ati Gott7 ien Va. ter, 

A Jl 9JN'.nf - ===-- p ~ - -- - .. ::: - .. - .. .. - - ,_ ,, -:: -Tenor 
I) 

Wir glau ben an Gott, len Va _ ter, all ma.ch _ ti.gen Herrn_ UDd 
pocoJ. P,, - L :=::::::=-- - ~ ~ - --·- - - - - -

:: .. ::: - ·- - .. 
~ 

,. -Ba..8 I 
Wir glau b

1

en an Gott, den Va_ter, all imach _ ti - gen Herrn und Schop 
pocoj =-- p - -:: .. - - - - .. - ,. . - ~ -Ba.8 II 

Wir glau ~an Gott, den Va. ter, all im~ch.ii ' Herrn und __ ' ~en 
-- -- -

Like his Renaissance counterparts, Distler also assigns textual emphasis through 

melodic contour as an alternative to rhythm. Although some theories conclude that a 

rising musical line heightens tension and a descending line creates repose, movement by 

conjunct means, as found in Distler's music, may often be too subtle a method for 

assigning syllabic stress and repose. While he does take advantage of this musical 

tendency, Distler also seems particularly interested in the tension that larger intervals 

can effect in order to emphasize and de-emphasize syllabic accent. Writing on this 

musical/psychological aspect, Knud Jeppesen states, "Larger melodic leaps arouse more 

attention and are consequently felt to be expressive of stronger psychical activity than 
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small intervals. "21 Eine deutsche Choralmesse is replete with examples whereby Distler 

skips down to a weak syllable or up to a strong one. Rarely does the composer work 

against this natural tendency. Textual stress through melody is, therefore, most often 

accomplished by disjunct means, and declamation is made obvious through 

corresponding tension and repose of the musical line. 

Example 29: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 4-8 

I A"' 
~ ,, - - ., - - - -

~ 
mli.cb tLgen Herrn __ und Schop_fer, der im An.. -

.... Jl p 

- ,, _; . - - -- r 

~ - - ----- - c,, 

alLmich-tL gen Hertn und Schop- - fer, det 
A Jl p -

= - . . -
4 

~ V ~ -~17 4 ~ ... " ~ 
all_ macli_ • ti _ gen Herrn und Schop-fer, :----A .ll . .. - ~ 

~, 
~ ~ 

.. -
~ SchiSp _ fer, der im ~ ~- ginn __ li~ - -

.......... ~ :::--... r, -- - --- - - ~ u -I 

- - fer, der im_ --- An_ _ be _ ginn,der im An .be -
-

- ~ ~ = 
I - ~ 

\ T - - ::; 

Schop_ fer, der tm An - be. gum lteB wer _ _ den 

The tenor part in measures 7 and 8 of "Der Glaube" illustrates such an example. 

Although each syllable of the word "anbeginn" is set to a note of equal length, the 

stressed first syllable is higher in pitch and, therefore, receives the most emphasis. 

21 Knud Jeppesen, The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1970), 52. 
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Another example can be found in measures 10 and 11 of "Der Lobgesang" 

where both the soprano 1 and 2 vocal lines leap up to an accented syllable and back 

down to an unaccented one ("dem heilgen"). 

Example 30: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 9-12 

Im Zeitmai 
/A -~ - - m --- . if - - , - -· -~ r - T -t) 

undSohn be reit, dem heil _ gen Geist mit Na 
. - - - - -

A /":', 'In., 
_;_ . -- ~ - - -

~·~ 

~ ~ 

~ - :: - - :. 
~ &>hn be reit, dem heiLgen Ge'ist mit Na . - I':-. /':'. - - -
II - --~ 

-, - ~ 
~ " :: -

9 
t) u _ ~ .... 2 ~ - ,, u- ~ 

Sohn be_ reit, detn heil _ _ gen Geist_ 

~ /":', /":', 
__ , 

n ~~ - - -- - ~ = _:.;· 

V Sohn be_ reit, dem l"I P.tl O'P:n GeisL 
/":', ~ nif.p.. .p.. I~ .-... • - ----- - - -

r : 
Sohn be - reit, i~zn .heil _ _ ven Geist_ 

/":', m ~ I - ... ·-: ..;:;. 
r : . 

&hn be reit dem 
. . 

- nen - . - en g 

Very few examples of irregular text setting can be found in the Mass. In this 

example (also in "Der Lobgesang"), a highly irregular setting of the word "gottlich" is 

found in the alto, tenor and baritone parts. Notice that, not only does the weak syllable 

("lich ") leap up, it is also placed on a note of longer duration. This situation is 

somewhat mitigated by the fact that the first syllable ("gott") is placed on a metrically 

strong beat. 
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Example 31: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 13-18 

:::::- pocof I,. - ~ .. - - :: -- --- - -- - - - -
V haft, mach uns men. Die gott - Heh Kraft_ rnach unssieg _ sieg _ - - - -

A ==- pocof - - --- -- .. ,, - r • - - - -- - - ~ - ·~ V 
men.. Die lichKraft roach uns ~ gott - sxeg - haft, mach uns . Sieg. - - - -

,A . 
_, - -- - ·-

13 
V ::::::::_,, .. -61:. -··-~ "iJ -,; ~..,.,....., c; .. .. .., 

N~ _m.it - - - - men. Die gott.lich Kraft mach uns sieg -
A ~ 1 -- - - , - - = - .::: ~ 

- - ~ - J -I} _mit Na_ 
............., 

men. Die gott_ lich Kraft_mach I • 

- - - uns steg --.. .,. 
: •• .p. tJOCO I - ,,-- ---- -

.::: - r, - -
F 

mit Na_ I 

Die gMt Llich.Kraft mach __ uns sieg - - _ men. -.... - -- ~ nN!nl 

--· .. - ':: ::: r : - -
\ 

- I - I : .. Na_ _ men. Die gott _ heh Kraft roach uns s1eg _ 

Although Distler was not a strong advocate of the bar line and strict metric 

interpretation, as seen in the last example, he will sometimes allow natural metric stress 

to accommodate the textual accent. 
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Example 32: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet," mm. 70-78 

-
1.,., (pau) 

Der ganze Chor 
f ... ~ - - - .. - .... 

V 
sein dea ~-" ( ;) , 

- - -
V 

eein f des 
" > > '> > . - - - ,·· : 

70 

.. t.1 · 
da \ . 

En_de rum - mer wird ein Sein 
,A , . ~ .~ ~ '.), I ~ -- - - - -u ·: - -

tJ da nim_met wird _ _ efo En. de 1ein .. .,_ .p. 42 ~ .... ~- .. ~ ... ':.. ~ . 
da nun - mer wird ein En - - ~- de lein 

f , '> ~ ..... ~ -- - ... r _ > 
, 

I da 11un_mer "'1rd _ _ _ _ _ e,n En - de se1n 

Distler's concern with the meaning of the text is also elaborated by his use of 

word painting. His florid setting for the word "Heiligen (Holy)" elaborates the meaning 

and is obviously an important method by which Distler proclaims the Word of God. 

6 

Example 33: 

Movement 3: "Der Glaube," mm. 6-10 

A~ f 

v Glau.hen ~uch 
,. » 

" Geist, an hei _ 
,A Joi 

an hei . 

~ - - ; 
I 

- ~r---·-·-=-=._o& an hes. _ 

V 

\ 

' 

. 
"d 1:t 

_ li _ gen 

_ li _ gen Geist, 

Geist, __ 
., -

Glau. ben auch_ an 
I': 

glau..ben auch 

heL 
L-

heL _ 
~ - - -

I 
'\n _ 

--
Glau.hen aucb _. -- an_ 
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Many other examples can be found hereby Distler uses word painting.In measures 5 

through 7, of "Der Lobgesang" for example, the word "Herrlichkeit (splendor or 

magnificence)" is set elaborately in a melisma worthy of its meaning. 

Example 34: 

Movement 2: "Der Lobgesang," mm. 5-8 

,. -, ~ ~ --r - - - -
t) ' 

Ehr und Herr - Heh_ keit, und Herr_ - - - lich..keit sei Gott Va - _ ter 
A h 11 I. 

:; - - - - --t) - ·-.: - - - --- - -.r I ..........: ..,, 
Ehr und Herr - - - - lich _ keit sei Gott Va_ - - ter und 

A 

~ 

V ;;;.. ..,, ... 
~ .,.,-..,; .J.. :;} ~ ~ q..,; .. .. ._., -

5 Ehr- und Herr_ - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va_ - ter und 
A --- - _.,.,- r-.... - _, ~ " - -y - -~ 

V , ' Ehr- und Herr_ - - - lich - keit sei Gott Va - _ ter und 

~ - .. -:._. .fl. .IL -· ! ~ -
.(J.---.. 

-
~ 

r 

Ehr und Herr - - - - - lich _ keit sei Gott Va - ter und __ 

'P -=---"- --, ~ - I 

' ·1 

Glo _ n _ e, Lob, Ehr und Herr-lich _ ke1t se1 Gott Va _ _ ter und 

Distler' s writing is entirely driven by the text. Musical elements, especially 

melody and rhythm, are fashioned almost entirely to emphasize syllabic stress and 

sentence syntax. Virtually the entire score of Eine deutsche Choralmesse receives the 

same treatment. 
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D. Problem Identification and Resolution 

The following section may prove particularly interesting and helpful to the 

conductor in the preparation of Eine deutsche Choralmesse for performance. As 

mentioned earlier, although this work was only the second choral composition that 

Distler had published, nobody can doubt the composer's mastery, even though he was 

only twenty three years of age at the time of its premiere. Distler states in the epilogue 

of this work that his purpose for writing Eine deutsche Choralmesse was to benefit the 

development of the Singbewegung (Singing Movement) that had revitalized the notion 

of choral performance, particularly in the tradition of fifteenth and sixteenth-century 

music. His instructions complement this purpose by professing his view as a pragmatist 

in the old-world sense. To illustrate this, two points of the epilogue demonstrate the 

composer's interest in making his music accessible. 

The first point concerns Distler's use of large and small choirs in the Baroque 

concertato fashion. He states: 

With concern for simple practicality, the thought of the choir 
divisions into whole choirs and small choirs occurs; whether or not they 
expressly want a small choir to sing certain movements remains 
unstipulated in this arrangement. Certainly what is stated is clear; as for 
other divisions, the character and settings are to be compatible in the 
context of the complete work so as to contest with the setting of a small 
choir (as somewhat in the first part of the Kyrie, at the hymnal decaying 
close of the Credo)." 

Although the composer has meticulously assigned various sections to both small and 

""Hugo Distler, epiglogue to Eine deutsche Choralmesse, opus 3 (Wiesbaden and 
Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1932). 
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large choirs, he undoubtedly allows the same flexibility as would be found in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Distler's practical philosophy leaves the assignment of 

the large and small choirs, in great measure, up to the needs and interpretation of the 

choir and its conductor. 

The second point that illustrates Distler's practical approach to composition is 

clearly understood by the following statement: "The voices move themselves 

throughout the work in moderate ranges." Although simple, it speaks in some measure 

about the choir for which the work is intended. And to some extent, this can indeed be 

assessed by a perusal of the work. Although Distler's Mass may at first seem wholly 

accessible on the basis of available resources and degree of vocal expertise, however, 

certain musical elements idiomatic to the composer's style of composition beg further 

consideration, and the identification of various problem areas should prove beneficial. 

I. Notation 

In his Mass, Distler adheres to the use of a notation that would be found in the 

latter part of the sixteenth century when minuscule division on the beat was 

unnecessary. Thus, choirs unfamiliar with Renaissance music are largely unprepared to 

read this notation and time and patience are of great importance to a successful 

rehearsal process. The conductor may find it helpful to isolate various difficult sections 

and concentrate on these. 

^Ibid. 
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Example 35: 

V: ,,Das Da nkgebet« 

(
Wu dtn.un dd.J:1~ Wohl * 

~~ .. kiiMf:ll dtl.:nffl t1m * 

.. ut gT'il' llO latLp wir bi.tt le ~ 
• uin Tod, f>ts tf14 tu111 wint~ . h.e . 

V. ,.Das Dankgebet" 
r Der ranze Ohor 

S ... r rAticll (Gaue) und hese:hwin::::gt-. ----

Sopran 1 

Alt 

Tenor 

Ba.SI 

Ba:B Il 

IA 

V tat, wit dan~bn deL ner Wohl .. 

""· 

111 

A 

'I} 

A 

. ., 

. .. 

A .. . 

grol, 

-"1 gr()J). ttf, 

64 

"men. 
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Hugo Distler employed a strongly pragmatic approach to choral composition. As 

evidenced by movement 4, "Die Stiftungsworte (see example 8, page 30)," Distler 

himself has offered a viable solution to the problem of notation and its intelligibility as 

described above. In this movement, die composer has written the solo soprano line in 

diminution of the chorus parts in order to achieve this end. Distler states in his epilog to 

the Mass, "The differently barred notation of the solo voice and of the hymns in the 4th 

part (Offertorium) happened due to clearly decided reasons of readability." Certainly, 

the conductor probably won't be inclined (nor even find the need) to produce a new 

edition of the entire score in diminution. Yet, I point out that movement 3, "Der 

Glaube," is particularly difficult owing to the notation, making the rhythm seem more 

difficult than it might ordinarily be if written in diminution. The conductor, then, may 

want to consider looking at this movement under that particular lens. 

2. Tuning 

As mentioned earlier. Distler's music is basically tonal. His use of modem 

harmonic touches, however, sometimes obscures the expected chords or chord 

progressions. As seen in measures 59 through 62, for example, the section's penultimate 

chord (an I Ith chord) anticipates the final EbMajor chord, causing the end to sound 

premamre. Again, the best solution is slow and repeated rehearsal. 
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Example 36: 

Movement 5: "Das Dankgebet," mm. 58-62 

ma/J immer mekr $u,•ikkgeken 
" - I ~ I b-t9' - - \ ~ r,.. - - . - - r,. 

,·~ 
= t} du wirst, - ~ bis - \ -uns du uns wirst er - - - -hen 

" - - · ~ - _:. - -
~ 

' t) du uns wirst er - he - - - - ~~ _ben 
" poco 'P ....------:::. . .. r -·- - ., 

~ 

58 
tJ 

-b'eii;: 
1.7 

bis du uns wirst er - - - '--- er - he - - - -~ _ben -
" poco p_.,,-- I'-,._ - I I --- ;:; 

' 
l . . 

', ~-t} 

bis - i-- du uns wirst er - 11\.- - _ ben 
r 

poco~ ~ ... .,,. ~ r-~ ~{L ,, ". = -
V ~. 

bis_ ~ du uns wirst- -- er he- -ben pocop - l_ -
-

~ -- l ~-· bis __ du uns wirst _ _ er he- -hen 

Eb 11 Eb M 

Distler employs both thick, dissonant sonorities created by extended and 

polychords, as well as unusual hollow-sounding quartal sonorities within the context of 

tertian harmony. Most books on choral conducting include exercises that will be of help 

in tuning these chords. In addition, tempo, rehearsal and performance venues 

(accountics), as well as arrangement of the choir will all affect intonation. The 

conductor will want to allow plenty of time in order to investigate these rather general 

issues, because Eine deutsche Choralmesse, although linear in concept, is problematic 

from a vertical standpoint. 
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3. Rhythm 

By far the most difficult aspect of Distler's music, rhythm warrants special 

attention and time. Three examples will suffice. 

Example 37: 

Movement 1: Die Fi.irbitte;" mm. 31-36 

E - le -
~J J J _i -i son, 

j 
_ son, 

:: t ::t :j. J'· IJ J 
-;;J. ------e . le - _ i _ son, 

J a p rs®. ~\ I 
e _ le - _ - - - - - 1 -

As seen in measure 32 of the soprano 2 part and measure 36 of the alto part, 

syncopation is a tricky feature of this music. In addition to repetition, the conductor may 

try some creative exercises to help solidify the rhythm. The following example 

illustrates one possible solution. 
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Example 38: 

Sopr~no 2 

In this exercise, a note has been added on the syncopated beats so as to steady the pulse 

and deny the uncertainty of the syncopation. Once the rhythm is understood and firm, 

the section can revert to the original. 

The extensive syncopated section remains of even greater difficulty. The 

following passage, found in movement one, requires the upper parts to sing "off the 

beat" over a relatively long period. 
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Example 39: 

Movement 1: "Die Fi.irbitte," mm. 23-28 

Kleiner Chor 

~ P.Innig > > > > > > > 
" .. , ...... . + L- - - / ,...--.....--........ . - - - -

I I 

V uns, da.13 wir in sol.chem Glau re rein _ rein dich an_be ten aLlein, d.icb. an-- - - - -
" :=::::::,.... 'I) 

- -· -- - ; .. -
~ ~ ~ - - --

tJ I I 

- r-chem Glau..lM • • r r 
- rein dicb. in.be - uns, daB wir in sol 11 rein,- rein d1ch an.be _ ten, - -" ==- 4) 

- I . - - - - -
tJ hilf uns,l.daB wir in sol chem Glau..bE 11 rein{- reio dich an.be - ten, ..:.- d.ich be ten, - an - -

sogeni · Der ganze Chor , Ruhig " " -· -

- -- -
tJ be - ten aL lein. 

" 
,.,. ........ - p b . -

tJ J 

- ten aL lein! und 
1
blei _ - -

" f1 -
ft. -- - . 

tJ - - .. J -an - be_ ten al _ lein, _u~d blei -

Again, familiarity that comes with plenty of rehearsal is the best solution. The 

conductor, however, may find it desirable to actually change the beat pattern so as to 

negate the syncopation in the minds of the choir. The following example illustrates one 

viable solution. 
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Example 40: 

(Noch beuegter) 
Innig 

Die Furbicta - page 4 > > 
2 i - 3  > >  > >  2  +  3  

dassi 

P 

win P sc 

1 ^ r 
ilchem Glau - ben 

M J r r 
rein, re 

hi 

• • r - ' '> 

in dich an - be 

t  a  »  ^  \ f '  

rf-Ff—f r r r 
ten a/-/etn dich an 

iii 
dass 

> J. 
wirh 

- M .J 

M 
St 

r r 
3l - chem Glauben 

J J * 1 

n~n 
rein, rei 

|_J_j 

i; g r [ 
n dich an - be - - ten 

j ' j i  i  1 

fT ggL L 
rein dichanbe 

J,J J J 
dass wif in sol - chem Glauben reni, reai dich an - be - - ten dich an - be • ten 

; ;| f 

be ten al • k 

. k j  1 1 

- -(Jn B ^ 
ten al • 

|,J| 1 1 r-i— 

V 

le ia 

J l f p ' i i J  J  J i j r j  —6 
an be- - - ten al • leia 

Through a method of mixed meters, the choir ends up singing on the beat supported by 

the conductor's baton. This in no way changes the rhythm; it only offers support. 
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4. Tempo 

Each of the five movements of Eine deutsche Choralmesse is sectionaiized by 

tempo and/or meter in accordance with the nature of the text. On one level, the 

alternation of slow and fast tempi, as well as loud and soft dynamics, is an apparent and 

appropriate means of conveying the sense of the text. 

The conductor will be concerned with the tempo association of one section to 

the next. Distler offers no metronome markings, leaving the conductor to interpret the 

tempo indications. In spite of the fact that modem notation has alleviated the problem of 

mensural interpretation, Distler's indications may seem little better. However, keeping 

in mind that Distler has modeled his composition on the Renaissance works of Johann 

Walther, the modem musician will want to look at today's equivalent of mensural 

proportion that was the performance practice in Walther's time. 

Metric modulation (the term was introduced by Elliot Carter) is a possible 

solution to the progression from one tempo to another. 

Composers and performers in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
were trained to think of tempo relationships as mathematical proportions, 
so when we change tempo within a work in response to the presence of a 
new mensuration sign, it behooves us to seek, within the range of tempos 
that we feel appropriate, one that is related in a simple proportion to the 
previous tempo."'^ 

"'^Alejandro Planchart, "On Singing and the Vocal Ensemble U," chap, in A 
Performer's Guide to Renaissance Music, ed. Jeffery T. Kite-Powell, Performer's 
Guides to Early Music (New York; Schirmer Books, 1994), 34. 
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Example 41: 

Movement 1: "Die FUrbitte," mm. 11-14 

,lwaa •ogerr. I Sehr bewegt (Very lively) I 
" - I.....--....... .:i: .. _.... T __. - -::;., - ,,., c-- .. ,;::::::, . 

•~ r w-., r I 

um trii. - gest Got..tes Zorn! Ky- _ ri.e, hei - li..gerGeist .mit 

" -noco_'/" _~ -- -- --•- r . - -~ = - -., 
J -' 

. 
der du fUr UDS tt.Lgest Got..tes Zorn! Ky. _ _ ri_e, heL - lL 

~ l 'f)OC() f' - -- - ., 
r - .. ., I ~·· V - I 

tri - gest Got _ _ tes Zorn, I Ky - - - ri -
A 

n, Sehr ruhig (Vel') calm) 
: ~ 

- ' . 
«J E _ le - ~ _Ti_ son! 

PP r=--.... ~_:---. = ---
E - le_ - ~i- sonl 
~ -- -=-- L 

- - . 
~~ --- -E _ _ le _ _ 1 _ son! 

This example from "Der Ftirbitte" illustrates the concept. From the slower Sehr ruhig 

(very calm, adagio) to Sehr bewegter (livelier, allegro), the direct mathematical 

relationship of 2: 1 works effectively and convincingly to tie the two discrete sections 

together. Certainly, scholars and theorists usually assign an approximate tempo ratio of 

2: 1 between adagio (MM=66 to 76 beats per minute) and allegro (MM= 120 to 168 

beats per minute), so the proportional relationship is not unreasonable. Keeping in mind 

that the work is modeled after a sixteenth-century polyphonic work, the use of metric 

modulation is a viable modem solution to an age-old problem. 

Metric modulation is suitable stylistically and expressively to shifts from slow to 

fast tempo and the conductor is urged take advantage of this device. Subtler changes 

such as those from Ruhige halbe (adagio, calm half notes) to Sehr ruhig (very calm) do 
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not require such a device, nor is it even possible to achieve. In these instances, only the 

perceptive musical sense of the conductor will provide a solution. 



CONCLUSION 

Upon analysis, rehearsal and performance, Eine deutsche Choralmesse proves to 

be liturgically and musicologically important, well crafted, and interesting in its unique 

mixture of neo-classicism and twentieth-century devices. Distler's pragmatic philosophy 

as a choral composer is evident as he employs proven techniques, methods, and forms 

of great composers of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. To that Disder offers an 

artful mix of the "New Church Music" techniques and a keen sense of rhythm to 

produce masterful and unique results. 

Eine deutsche Choralemesse, like Distler's other works, clearly acknowledges 

the music of previous centuries. Like the music of the Renaissance it unfolds in 

gracefully autonomous linear motion, and only with a thorough awareness of the text is 

the composer's rationale for the complex rhythms and polymeters readily discernible. 

Disder's composition is important from a historic standpoint because it 

reestablished the tradition of the Protestant Deutsche messe. Yet, the composer wrote 

this work as much for the concert hall as he did to disseminate the Word to his 

congregation, and his Mass can be considered true Gebrauschsmusik in every sense of 

the word. It is a significant work of liturgical and historical importance that deserves 

greater exposure and a regular place in the choral repertory. It is unfortunate that Distler 

lived only thirty-four years, for as evidenced by his German Mass, he had already, in 

that short period, exerted considerable impact on the style of choral composition and in 

the revitalization of Protestant liturgical church music. 
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APPENDIX A 
CHARTS OF THE FIVE MOVEMENTS 

Movement 1 
Die Fiirbitte 

SI chorale melody elaborated 
S2 chorale melody dissolves 

A chorale melody dissolves 
T 
Bl 
B2 

SI chorale melody elaborated 
S2 chorale melody dissolves 

A chorale melody elaborated 
T Free 
Bl interpre-
B2 tation 

(phrases 1 & 2) (phrase 3) (phrases 4 & 5) (phrase 6) 

mm: 1 2 33 6 
key: c (hypomixolydian) > dm > 

7 
dm 

9 11 
c (dorian) > cm 

S1 chorale elaboration 
S2 chorale elaboration 

A chorale elaboration 
T Free 
BI Interpre-
B 2 tation 

(phrases 7 & 8) (phrase 9) 

51 chorale elaboration: sequenced once 
52 Free 
A Free 

T chorale (imitated at 5th) 
B1 Free 
B2 Free 
(phrases 10 & II) 

mm: 13 14 I63 
key: CM dm 

18 19 
GM 

51 chorale elaborated 
52 Free 
A Free 

movement) 

T 
Bl 
B2 

Free 
Free 
Free 

SI chorale elaborated 
S2 

A 
T 

B2 
(phrase 12; fugal section makes up 1/4 of the 

Bl 

mm: 233 
key: em 

27 31 32 333 35 40 
dm > bnv 
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Movement 2 
Der Lobgesang 

51 free melody 
52 chorale melody ... dissolves 

A chorale (phrase I) chorale (phrase 2) 
T chorale (phrase 1) chorale (phrase 2) 

B1 chorale (rhythm)... dissolves 
B2 chorale (rhythm)... dissolves 

mm: 1-2 33 4 5 72-IO3 
key: gm: —V 

SI chorale melody (phrase 3)... dissolves 
S2 chorale melody (phrase 3).. .dissolves 

A chorale (phrase 3) chorale (phrase 4) 
T chorale (phrase 3) chorale (phrase 4) 

mm: IO4 11 II3 153-I7i-I9i 
key: gm: 

F: —> F: 

A (free) —> chorale melody (phrase 5 conclusion) 
T chorale melody (phrase 5 beginning) —> free 

mm: 192-21 234- 25 
key: gm: 

F:—> V 
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Movement 3 
Der Glaube 

Verse 1 

51 
52 
A 
T 
BI 
B2 

(unison declara
tion of phrase I) 

SI chorale melody SI SI chorale melody 
S2 free 

A free 
T chorale melody 
Bl free 
B2 free 
(phrase 2) 

S2 

T chorale melody 
Bl free 
B2 free 
(phrase 3) (phrase 4) 

mm: I 
key; G 

34 4 83 10 13 
V/AM 

Verse 2 

S chorale 
A free imitation at the 5th 

mm: 1 
key: e (aeolian) 

Verse 3 

SI Fugal imitation at octave 
S2 Fugal imitation and elaboration at 5th 

A Fugal subject and chorale elaboration (tonic) A elab.(unison) 
T imitation at 2nd T elab.(unison) 

B1 imitation at 5th B1 elaboration 
B2 imitation at 6th B2 chorale melody 

(phrase 1) (phrase 2 

mm:l 3 6 8 9 10 11 14 16 
key:GM gm (dorian) d.c. 
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Der Glaube (continued) 

SI Free 
S2 chorale elaboration 

A elaboration A elaboration 
T elaboration 

B1 chorale elaboration 
B2 elaboration 

SI chorale (phrase 3) SI chorale (phrase 4) 
S2 elaboration 
A elaboration 

T elaboration 
B1 chorale (phrase 4) 

B2 elaboration 

mm: 184 
key; 

(phrase 2) 
20 21 
DM 

(phrase 3) 
22 23 25 

AM/y 

(phrase 4) 
266 272 284 

a (aeolian) 

51 end of phrase 4 repeated twice > S1 elaborate melisma 
52 elaboration > S2 elaborate melisma 
A elaboration 

T end of phrase 4 repeated twice 
BI elaboration 
B2 elaboration 

mm: 304 3 U 
key: AM 

34 
(aeolian) V 
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Movement 4 
Die Stiftungsworte 

S1 Verba testamenti (in narrative tone) 

A chorale melody A 
T with homorhythmic T 
BI accompaniment BI 
B2 B2 
(verse 1 of chorale) (verse 2) 

mm: I 54 124 
key: Bb 

SI verse 2 of Verba testamenti (narrative) 
S2 phrase 2 S2 phrases 3-6 
A of refrain (chorale A 
T verse 2) 

T refrain (phrase I T 
Bl of chorale) Bl 
B2 B2 

mm: 20 24 264 294 41 
key: Bb gm > Bb 
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Movement 5 
Das Dankgebet 

Exposition I: 
SI fugue subject in tonic SI material from phrase I 

S2 answer in dominant (elaboration) S2 phrase 2 
A subject in tonic A phrase 2 elaborated 

T tonic (elaboration) 
BI dominant (stretto) 

B2 tonic (shortened) 

mm: 1 6 II 17 19 23 26 27 283 
key: g dorian 

Exposition 2: 
S1 (phrase 3) SI free 

S2 dominant (elaboration) S2 phrase 4 
A tonic (elaboration) episode 2 

T tonic T 
> short episode BI dominant (stretto) BI 

B2 tonic 

A phrase I 
T of refrain 
Bl 

B2 B2 

mm: 31 33 37 42 48 50 54 573 58 59 63 67 
key: gm > Eb Bb 

SI SI SI SI phrase 2 SI 
S2 S2 S2 S2 of refrain S2 

A refrain (phrase 2) A A tutti A 
T T T T 

Bl Bl BI phrase 2 elaboration Bl 
B2 B2 B2 

mm: 70 73 77 78 79 83 87 93 103 107 
key: > F (mixolydian) F Bb 
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Das Dankgebet (continued) 

SI imitated at4th SI SI SI 
S2 "Amen" phrase tonic S2 S2 S2 

A A 
T tonic T tutti 

B1 Bl 
B2 B2 

mm: 114 116 120 122 1223 125 126 129 131 132 136 
key: Bb DM: V GM: V > 

51 
52 

A 
T 

Bl 
B2 

mm: 139 144 
key: gm (dorian) > 

145 148 
GM 



APPENDIX B 
TEXT TRANSLATION 

Erste Satz: 
Die Fiirbitte 

Kyrie Gott. 
aller Welt Schopfer 
und Vater! Eleison! 
Christe, wahr Gott und 
Mensch gebom, 
der du fiir uns tragst 
Gottes Zom! 
Eleison! Kyrie, 
heiliger Geist. 
mit Vater 
und Sohn ein Gott! 
Eleison! Kyrie. 
hilf uns, dass wir in solchem 
Glauben rein dich anbeten 
allein und bleiben 
die Diener dein! 
Eleison! 

Mov't 1: 
The Intercession 

Lord God, 
creator of the whole world 
and Father! Have mercy on us 
Christ, bom of the true God 
and Man, 
that you bore for us 
God's anger! 
Have mercy on us! Lord, 
Holy Ghost, with the 
Father 
and Son (are) one God! 
Have mercy on us! Lord, 
help us, that we in such 
pure Faith worship you 
lone and remain 
to you as yours! 
Have mercy on us! 

Zweite Satz: Der Lobgesang 

Glorie, Lob, Ehr und 
Herrlichkeit 
set Gott Vater 
und Sohn bereit. 
dem heilgen Geist mit Namen, 
Die gottlich ECraft mach 
uns sieghaft durch 
Jesum Christum. Amen! 

Mov't 2: The Praise-song 

Glory, Praise, Honor and 
Gloriousness 
be to God the Father 
and Son prepared. 
In the name of the Holy Spirit. 
The godly power makes 
us triumphant through 
Jesus Christ. Amen! 

Dritte Satz: Der Glaube 

Wir glauben an Gott, 
den Vater, allmachtigen Herm 
und Schopfer, 
der im Anbeginn liess werden 

Mov't 3: The Faith 

We believe in God, 
the Father, almighty Lord 
and Creator, 
that in the Beginning through 
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durch sein Wort 
Himmel und Erden. 
Und an seinen Sohn, 
Jesum Christ, unsern Herm. 
der ihm gleich ist in der 
Gottheit und Herrlichkeit. 
aus ihm gebom von Ewigheit. 

Glauben auch an 
heiligen Geist. 
von welchem die Schrifl 
allermeist und alle Weisheit 
ist kommen, 
den Auserwahlten zu 
Frommen. 

his Word came 
Heaven and Earth. 
And in his Son, 
Jesus Christ, our Lord, 
who is one in the 
Godhood and Gloriousness, 
bom out of him from Eternity. 

(We) believe also in the 
Holy Ghost, 
from whom all the Scripmres 
and all Wisdom 
has come, 
to the perfecting of the 
Chosen (Ones of God). 

Vierte Satz: 
Die Stiftungsworte 

Unser Herr Jesus Christ, 
in der Nacht, 
da er verraten ward, 
nahm er das Brot. 
dangete 
und brachs und gabs 
seinen Jungem und sprach: 
"Nehmet hin und esset, 
das ist main Leib, 
der fur euch gegeben wird. 
Solches tut, 
so oft ihrs tut, 
zu meinem Gedachmis." 
Desselbigengleichen 
auch den Kelch 
nach dem Abendmahl und sprach: 
"Nehmet hin und trinket 
alle daraus. 
Dieser Kelch ist das 
neue Testament 
in meinem Blut, 
das fiir euch vergossen wird 
zur Vergebung der Siinden. 

Mov't 4: 
The Founding Words 

Our Lord Jesus Christ, 
in the night, 
that he was betrayed, 
he took the Bread, 
gave thanks 
and broke it and gave it 
to his Disciples and spoke: 
"Take it and eat it, 
this is my Body, 
that will be given for you. 
Do such, 
so often that you do it. 
in memory of me." 
The selfsame 
also (took) die chalice 
after the Supper and spoke: 
"Take it and drink it, 
all (those) all-around. 
This chalice is the 
new Testament 
in my blood, 
that was shed for you 
for die forgiveness of Sins. 
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Solches tut, 
so oft ihrs trinket, 
zu meinem Gedachtnis." 

Als Jesus Christus. unser Herr, 
wusst, dass sein Zeit 
nun kommen war, 
dass er von hier sollt scheiden, 
zu Tischer mit sein 
Jiingem sass, 
das Osterlamm mit 
ihnen ass, 
zu letzt vor seinem 
Leiden. 

Er sprach: 
"Ich hab herzlich begehrt, 
mit euch, eh ich 
getodet werd, 
das Osterlamm zu essen, 
denn ich sag euch, 
das ich hinfort 
von diesem 
nicht mehr essen werd, 
bis das Reich Gottes 
komme." 

Do such, 
so often that you drink it, 
in memory of me." 

As Jesus Christ, our Lord, 
knew that his time 
now would come, 
that he would decide from here, 
to sit at the table with 
his Disciples, 
that (he) ate Easter lamb 
with them, 
for the last time before his 
suffering. 

He spoke: 
"I have heartfully desired, 
with you, before I will be 
slain, 
to eat the Easter lamb, 
for [ say to you, 
that I hinceforth 
from this (time) 
will not eat again, 
until the Kingdom of God 
comes." 

Fiinfte Satz: 
Das Dankgebet 

Wir danken deiner Wohltat gross, 
so lange wir hier leben, 
verkiinden dienen 
teuren Tod, 
bis du uns wirst erheben und 
nehmen in dein Reich uns ein, 
da nimmer wird ein Ende 
sein des Freudenpreises. 
Amen. 

Mov't 5: 
The E*rayer of Thanks 

We greatly thank your Charity, 
as long as we are alive here, 
(we) serve to announce 
dear Death, 
until you will raise us up and 
take us in your Kingdom, 
that will never (have) an End 
of his Praise of Joy. 
Amen. 
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APPENDIX C 
Epilogue 

Bemuehte ich mich 
in Aniage und Aufbau 
der voriiegenden "Deutschen 
Choralmesse" 
zu entsprechen 

einem immer dringender sich 
meldenden Beduerftiis 
unserer neuorientierten, 
aus der Singbewegung 
hervorgegangenen oder von 
ihr mass und 
richtungsgebend beeinflussten 
Singgemeinden: 
naemlich der starken 

Nachfrage schopft nach neuer, 
zeitgemaesser, leicht 
ausfuhrbarer und-was das 
Wesentlichste ist,- eben in ihrem 
Sinne geschaffenen 
Musik;,die bewusst aus dem 
Geiste der ehrwiirdigen Tradition 
des 15. und 16. Jahriiundens. 
und zu erstreben von dieser Warte 
aus neue Wege. 

Mit dem Bemtihen um 
leichte Ausfiihrbarkeit entstand 
der Gedanke der Chorteilung 
in "Gesamtchor" und "Kleinen 
Chor": die ausdriicfilich 
fiir den IGeinen Chor 
zu singen bestimmten Satze 
sind unbedingt in 
dieser Besetzung; 

doch steht ist frei, 
auch andere Teile, sofem es 
ihr Charakter und ihre Stellung 
vertragen, im Rahmen 

[ concern myself 
with the layout and construction 
of the submitted "German 
Choral Mass" 
in keeping with 
one of the ever 
barest necessities 
of our reorientation 
by the Movement of this Singing Style 
to be in accordance with 
their leadership and 
trend-setting influence on 
Church Singing-Groups. 
namely that it is made to satisfy 
the big rush for the new. 
modem, and simply 
practical music; 
and - what is the most essential, 
- even in their Sense of creating 
Music, that they are aware of the 
Spirit of the honorable Traditions 
of the 15th and 16th Centuries, 
and strive from this viewpoint 
towards the new Style. 

With concern for 
simple practicality. 
the thought of the Choir Divisions 
in Mixed Choirs and Small 
Choirs occurs: whether or not 
the Small Choir is expressly intended 
to sing certain movements 
remains unstipulated in 
this Arrangement. 

Certainly what is stated is clear; 
as for other Divisions, so far as 
the Character and Settings 
are compatible in the Context 
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des Gesamtwerkes. 
zu bestreiten mit dem 
EGeinen Chor (etwa den 
I. Teil des Kyrie, 
den hymnisch ausschwingenden 
Schluss des Credo). 

Der Umfang der Stimmen 
bewegt sich durchweg in 
massvollen Grenzen. 
Zwecks Verdeutlichung 

des formellen Aufbaus der 
einzelnen Saetze 
wurde ihm zugrunde 
entsprechende, vor jeden der 
liegende Choral gesetzt, 

(in kleinen Noten) 
der natiirlich 
nicht gesungen wird. 
Im besonderen mogen 

die folgenden Hinweise als 
Erganzungen des 
Notentextes dienen: 

1. Man bemiihe sich, 
zu verdeutlichen die enge 
gedankJiche und 
musikalisch-formelle 
Zusammengehorigkeit 
der beiden ersten Satze 
(Kyrie und Gloria) 
bei der Wiedergabe 
(man beachte vor 
allem die Analogic 
der C-dur-Schlusswendeungen 
des Kyrie und Gloria!). 

2. Auf moglichst klare 
Darstellung des 
zu achten ist 
in den sechs 
Stimmen nacheinander 

of the Complete Works, so as 
to contest with the setting of a 
Small Choir (as somewhat 
in the 1st Part of the Kyrie. 
at the hymnal decaying 
Close of the Credo). 

The Range of the Voices 
move themselves throughout [the 
pieces] in moderate ranges. 
The Clear Purpose 
of the formal Structure of the 
single Movements 
would be taken 
respectively, before each of them, 
as laying the basis of the Hymn; 
[These Clarifications appear] 
(in small Notes), 
that naturally 
would not be sung. 
Especially in such [Clarifications] 
the following Critical Notes 
would serve as the 
Appendices of the Score: 

1. One concerns himself with 
the clarification of the narrow 
intellectual and 
musically-formal 
Fellowship 
of both the First Movement 
(Kyrie und Gloria) 
via the Edition 
(to which one pays attention to 
all the Analogies 
of the C Major Key-changes 
of the Kyrie und Gloria!). 

2. Of possibly the clearest 
Representation to which 
one should pay attention is 
in the six 
voices after another. 
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erfolgenden Ubergangs vom 
(cut time) in den 3/4-Takt im 
l.Teil (Gloria). 

3. Der Angang (Intonation) 
des I. Verses des 3. Teiles 
(Credo) ist frei, ganz zu 
erfassen. aus dem 
Wortrhythmus [heraus] 
wie iiberhaupt das Credo 
zu gestalten ist 
sehr stark aus dem 
Worteriebnis [heraus]. 

4. Die verschiedentaktige 
Notierung der Solostimme und 
des Chorals im 4. Teil 
(Offertorium) geschah aus 
Griinden klar unterscheidender 
Lesbarkeit. Wenn irgendwelche 
Bezeichnungen fehlen, 
im Choralsatz 
so wiederhole ich hier die 
Anmerkung zum 2. Satze 
meiner Choralmotette, 
"Herzlich lieb hab ich dich, 
o Herr": "Dass der Choral 
immer gleichmassig zart und 
unaufdringlich gesungen, 
der Solostimme steht sich 
unterzuordnen hat. ich 
verzichtete auf genaue 
dynamische Bezeichnung 
beim Chorsatz. 
Das heisst nicht, dass er 

spiele 
die Rolle einer blossen 
harmonischen Unterlage, 
Begleitung: 
formgebendes Element, 
auch in diesem Satz, 
ist der 
Choral, 

resulting in the transition from 
(cut time) in the 3/4-Measures 
of the 2nd Part (Gloria). 

3. The Intonation 
of the 1st Verse of the 3rd Part 
(Credo) is free, to be completely 
realized from the 
Word-rhythms, 
out of which the overall Credo 
is to be formed 
very strongly from the 
Experience of Words. 

4. The differently barred 
Notation of the Solo Voice and 
of the Hymns in the 4th Part 
(Offertorium) happened due to 
clearly decided reasons of 
readability. If any kind of 
Articulation fails to appear 
in the Hymn-movement, 
so I repeat here the 
Comments to the 2nd Movement 
of my Choral Motet, 
"I sincerely love Thee, 
Oh Lord"; "That the Hymn is 
always consistently tender and 
unobtrusively sung; 
the Solo Voice has placed itself 
as subordinately sung, I 
renounce the use of exact 
dynamic Markings 
in Choral Movements. 
That does not mean, that 
it should play 
the Role of a mere 
harmonic support, or 
accompaniment: 
the form-giving Element, 
also in this movement, 
is [found] in the 
["Chorale" or] "Hymn," 
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nicht der rezitierende, 
liturgische Psalm." 

Die erste Auffuehrung 
der "Deutschen Choralmesse" 
(aus dem Manuskipt) erfolgte 
am 4. Oktober 1931 durch den 
"Liibecker Sing-und 
Spielkreis" unter der 
Leitung Bruno Grusnicks im 
Rahmen der 
Veranstaltungen der 
"Nordisch-deutschen Orgelwoche" 

not [in] the requoted 
liturgical Psalm." 

The first Performance 
of the "German Choral Mass" 
(from the Manuscript) succeeded 
on the 4th of October, 1931, by the 
"Liibeck Singing and 
Performing Circle" under the 
direction of Bmno Grusnick in the 
Framework of the 
Organization of 
"North German Organ Week" 

Hugo Distler Hugo Distler 
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APPENDIX D 
DYNAMICS, TEMPO AND ARTICULATION 

Ausserst lebhaft Extremely lively (very quick) 
Ausserst rasch und Extremely quick and 

freudig bewegt joyfully moving 

Breiter (Viertel) 
Drangend 
Ein wenig steigem 
etwas zogem 
Halbe massig rasch 
Im schlichten Erzaehlton 
Im Zeitmass 
Im zeit 
Innig 
mass immer mehr 

zuriickgehen 
Mehr und mehr verbreitem 

bis Schluss 

Nich leiser werden! 
Noch bewegter 
Ruhig, mit Andacht 
Ruhige Halbe 
Ruhiger hinfliessend, doch mit 

gesteigerter Ausdruchskraft 

Sehr ruhig 
Sehr bewegt 
Sehr feierlich 
Sehr rasch und beschwingt 
Sehr rasch (Ganze) 

und beschwingt 

Sehr rasch, mit schwebender 
Leichheit (Halbe) 

Sehr ruhig-feierliche Halbe 
Sehr ruhige Halbe 
Sehr ruhige Viertel 
Sofort Vers 2 
Steigem 

Broader [slower] (quarter notes) 
Pressing forward 
A little faster (climbing) 
Somewhat slow (hesitating) 
Half notes, quickly in tempo 
In plain narrator-tone 
In tempo (in measured time) 
In time (in tempo) 
Tenderly, intimately 
Measured evermore 

receding (slowing) 
More and more broadly 

(more slowly) to the end 

Do not become softer! 
Yet more rough/lively 
Slow, with devotion 
Calm {Adagio) Halfhotes 
Slowly flowing-out. yet with 

increasing expressiveness 

Very slow/quiet 
Very rough/lively (very Allegro) 
Very solemn 
Very quick and gently pulsating. 
Very quick (all the way) 

and pulsating 

Very quick, with hovering 
lightness (halfnotes) 

Very slow, solemn half notes 
Very slow half notes 
Very slow quarter notes 
Inmiediately (go to) Verse 2 [attacca] 
Increasing, (climbing) 
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Wieder belebter 
(half note rascher 
also zu Anfang) 

Again enlivened 
(half note quicker 
also a tempo [to the beginning]) 

Wieder sehr ruhig 
zart 

Again very slow/quiet 
gently 
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